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AIMS OF THE STUDIES 

The general aims of these studies were to find ways to stimulate wound healing 

and tissue regeneration and prevent wound contraction and scar formation. Preceding 

to the studies in this thesis, a dermal substitute was developed by the Wound Healing 

Research Group (Department of Dermatology, Academic Medical Centre -Burns 

Centre, Red Cross Hospital and Dutch Burn Foundation, Beverwijk, The Netherlands). 

This dermal substitute proved to be capable to improve tissue regeneration and scar 

formation. Our objective was to further optimise the concept of dermal substitution to 

the ideal situation in which wound contraction and scar formation are completely 

prevented. To achieve this among other things fibroblasts were added to the dermal 

substitute. 

The studies in this thesis were performed in full thickness wounds using a pig 

wound model. This animal was chosen because its skin resembles most the human 

skin. Wound healing was investigated in time by wound histology and the use of 

objective methods to measure changes in the wound histology. These results were 

correlated to a reduction in wound contraction and scar formation and allowed the 

identification of some mechanisms showing how dermal substitutes and the addition 

of fibroblasts are able to improve wound healing. These mechanisms are reviewed in 

this introduction, chapter 1. In the 2nd chapter, the tissue regeneration of wounds 

treated with the dermal substitute was compared to tissue regeneration of the 

standard third-degree burn treatment: split-skin mesh grafts. The objective was to 

correlate the quality of healing to the distribution of extracellular matrix molecules 

and investigate how the dermal substitute altered and improved tissue regeneration. 

In the 3rd chapter, the survival and proliferation of fibroblasts seeded in the dermal 

substitute were investigated and related to the rate of dermal substitute degradation 

in the wounds. In chapter 4, the rate and quality of tissue regeneration were 

investigated in relation to the seeding of different numbers of fibroblasts in the dermal 

substitute and the effects of pre-culture of the cellular substitutes were investigated. 

Different wound healing parameters were evaluated and correlated to the total 
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Introduction 

numbers of fibroblasts in the substitutes. Chapter 5 compares the use of allogeneic 

fibroblasts to the use of autologous fibroblasts in the construction of a cellular dermal 

substitute. The use of allogeneic fibroblasts would be preferred to the use of autologous 

fibroblasts since patients could then be treated immediately without having to wait 

until autologous cells have multiplied in culture and generated sufficient cell numbers 

to treat large skin defects. However, the allogeneic fibroblasts induced inflammatory 

reactions which adversely affected the wound healing outcome. In chapter 6, we 

investigated whether the antimicrobial activity of a wound dressing could be combined 

with stimulation of healing and tissue regeneration. Deep burn wounds and chronic 

wounds are always contaminated with bacteria and have a high risk of infection. 

Dermal substitution in these wounds without antimicrobial therapy is an unacceptable 

concept. Chapter 7 is a summary discussing the conclusions of the studies and their 

relevance for future patient treatments with dermal substitutes. 
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1. The skin and wound healing 

1.1 The architecture of the skin 

The architecture of normal skin shows the presence of three layers: the subcutis, dermis 

and epidermis. The epidermis can vary in thickness depending on the body location, but is in 

general about 0.2 mm thick. It consists of five layers, stratum corneum, lucidum, granulosum, 

spinosum, and basale. The two basal cell layers are in part slowly dividing cells serving as the 

germinate layer providing keratinocytes which terminally differentiate, forming keratohyalin 

granules, stratify and fuse forming the lipid basis of stratum corneum (chapter 1 in (1)). The 

epidermis is a highly specialized cell organ made out of keratinocytes, and residences 

melanocytes, Langerhans cells and Merkel cells. The dermis consists of 2 layers: papillary and 

reticular layer. The papillary layer and epidermis are connected by the basement membrane. 

The keratinocytes are attached to the basement membrane with hemidesmosomes 

(reviewed in (2)) and by protein-glycosaminoglycan chain interactions mediated by 

transmembrane molecules like versican, CD44, syndecan and collagen XVII (further described 

throughout this review). The basement membrane consists of two layers, the lamina lucida and 

densa with the lamina lucida underlying the plasma membrane of the basal keratinocytes. The 

integrins in the hemidesmosomes bind members of the laminin family variants (3,4) and 

Bullous Pemphigoid antigen-230 (BP-230), which initiate the self-assembly of the structure of 

the basement membrane. The major proteins in the lamina densa zone of the basement 

membrane are collagen IV, nidogen (entactin), perlecan (heparan sulphate proteoglycan) and 

other less abundant molecules (described in chapter 10 in (1)). The lamina dense zone of the 

basement membrane is connected to the dermis by anchoring fibrils. These anchoring fibrils 

consist of collagen type VII or of fibrulin-2 possibly connected to fibronectin and/or fibrillin and 

they have a size of 800 nm. In the underlying tissue longer fibrils are present, but the 

anchoring, formation and structure of the these fibrils is less well understood. Components 

involved seem to be bamacan (basement chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan), elastin and 

possibly collagen V and VI. Fibrillin microfibrils are known to self-assemble and form elastin 

fibres. Furthermore, the focally distributed tenascin is likely to have a function in the 

epidermal-dermal junction (5,6). However, tenascin-C knock-out mice did develop normally 

without an apparent skin phenotype (7). The basement membrane structure has been reviewed 

in (8-12). 

The papillary dermal layer contains numerous fine capillary loops, initial lymph vessels, 

and nerve endings. The reticular dermis is less vascularized and consists of a basket-weave 

pattern of collagen bundles intermingled with elastin fibres. The components and structure of 

the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the dermis were recently reviewed in (13). The fibril forming 

collagens are mainly of type I, III and V. At transient sites in between basement membrane 

(also of vessels) and the connective tissue an increase in type III collagen is found, which is less 
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Introduction 

cross-linked and less rigid than collagen type I. Type V collagen is also involved in regulating 

fibrillogenesis (collagen bundle diameter). Apart from fibrillar collagens, fibrils associated 

collagens are present, e.g. type VI, IX, XIV. They have a function in the spatial organization 

of collagen, interact with the attached glycosaminoglycan chains to other proteins, and 

regulate macromolecular assembly of the fibrillar collagens (e.g. type XIV collagen). The ECM 

also contains several proteoglycans. The small leucine-rich proteoglycans, e.g. decorin, 

fibromodulin, biglycan, lumican, epiphycan, have protein conformations suitable for protein-

protein binding. Decorin and fibromodulin bind also to collagen I, thus forming bridges with 

other non-fibrillar collagens, fibronectin, and thrombospondin and regulate fibrillogenesis (14). 

Another abundant proteoglycan in the skin is versican. Versican is a member of the hyalectans 

or lecticans (aggrecan, brevican) and is able to bind hyaluronic acid (15). In between the ECM 

components, the interstitial fluid is present which mainly consists of hyaluronic acid (HA) and 

blood plasma proteins. Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a negatively charged high-MW polysaccharide 

(>1 MDa) with water binding capacity and high intrinsic visco-elastic properties. The highest 

concentration of HA is found in the connective tissues (16). It is synthesised by most cells, and 

the high turnover in the skin is mediated mainly by lymph drainage and subsequent 

degradation in the fiver and in part by receptor mediated internalization (CD44) (17). 

The cells that populate the dermis, apart from the cells in hair follicles and sebaceous 

and sweat glands, are mainly fibroblasts, vascular cells, nerve cells and some dendritic cells 

and mature basophils (mast cells), and a few monocytes, macrophages, and T cells (18). The 

resident fibroblasts are considered to be quiescent or involved in the normal turnover of the 

ECM. Some fibroblasts in the reticular dermis could be specially involved in the generation 

and/or turnover and organization of basement membrane proteins (19,20). 

1.2 Skin injury and wound healing phases 

The different phases in wound healing have been extensively surveyed in the books 

edited by R.A.F. Clark (21) and by I.K.Cohen, R.F.Diegelmann, and W.J.Lindblad (22). The 

different phases of normal wound healing initiated after skin damage will be briefly described 

in this section. 

The first phase, the acute phase, is characterized by hemostasis, vasoconstriction and 

capillary pressure resulting in plasma and cell leakage into the wound bed. The next phase is 

the inflammatory phase in which granulocytes and monocytes infiltrate into the wound bed. 

They stimulate fibrinolysis and attract other and more mesenchymal cells to the wound bed. 

Consequently, the proliferative phase starts in which the wound epithelialises and dermal 

granulation tissue is formed. In the absence of bacteria, infection and excess tissue debris, the 

granulation tissue contains mainly vascular structures, fibroblasts and macrophages. The final 

phase in wound healing is the remodelling phase in which the ECM synthesized during the 

proliferative phase is remodelled into scar tissue. 
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In the acute phase blood cloth formation takes place. Platelets degranulate and secrete 

several active mediators and growth factors which in turn activate granulocytes present in the 

fibrin clot. The platelet mediators and granulocytes are the main effectors in recruiting more 

inflammatory cells, e.g., additional neutrophils and monocytes. These cells will not only protect 

the wound against bacteria and remove wound debris, but also start to resolve the fibrin clot. 

The activated fibrinolytic pathway will not only dissolve the fibrin cloth facilitating the 

ingrowth of cells, but also generate breakdown products of e.g. fibronectin, vitronectin and 

liberate and activate trapped growth factors. This forms a potent chemotactic signal for 

fibroblasts, endothelial cells and other monocytes. The infiltration of monocytes from the blood 

circulation is furthermore facilitated by upregulation of adhesion receptors on endothelial cells 

in microvessels at the wound edges. The inflammatory phase is likely to be responsible for the 

'intensity' and amount of granulation tissue which will be formed. 

The mesodermal cells migrate first through the connective tissue adjacent to the wound 

bed into the fibrin/fibronectin provisional matrix. The migration is mediated by the action of 

proteolytic enzymes and specific adhesion molecules, integrins. The neovascularisation and 

formation of the granulation tissue restores the blood circulation and metabolite homeostasis 

allowing the migration of keratinocytes from the wound edges, which will close the wound. The 

keratinocyte migration is also characterized by the specific upregulation and downregulation 

of several integrins and proteolytic enzymes. The keratinocytes migrate at the interface of 

blood cloth and granulation tissue using fibronectin and fibrillar collagens as substrates. 

Immediately behind the leading tip of the migrating epidermis, the restoration of the basement 

membrane starts . The basement membrane is a complex structure responsible for the 

attachment of the epidermis to the underlying connective tissue. The integrity of this structure 

is very important, and small alterations in basement membrane molecules and structure can 

result in epidermal abnormalities. The rate of basement membrane regeneration is often seen 

as a good parameter to study wound healing. However, the architecture of the regenerated 

dermal tissue is decisive for scar tissue formation and its elasticity and extensibility. 

The granulation tissue can be characterized as a cell dense tissue consisting of a 

mixture of mesodermal cells which mediates tissue regeneration. The initiation of granulation 

tissue formation starts with angiogenesis and fibroplasia. Angiogenesis or neo-vascularisation 

not only restores the blood supply and metabolite homeostasis, but probably has an 

underestimated role in the regulation of tissue deposition and regeneration. Fibroplasia is 

characterized by fibroblast proliferation and increased ECM synthesis and deposition. The 

presence of macrophages and their regulating role in inflammation and in tissue regeneration 

is of renewed interest in the wound healing research field. In normal wound healing, the 

function of granulocytes and lymphocytes seems to be less important in time. Immune cell 

depletion studies in animals demonstrated that only macrophages were crucial for normal 

wound repair. 
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The function of the granulation tissue becomes more important as more dermal tissue 

is damaged or lost. The skin function needs to be restored rapidly, since infection remains an 

important risk factor. Large and deep wounds are closed by epithelialization and wound 

contraction, a process resulting in more scar formation. Till today, the phenomena of wound 

contraction and/or tissue fibrosis, skin hypertrophy and contractures are still problems with 

an intriguing complexity and unrevealed causes. The role of the myofibroblasts as effectors in 

these processes is however without any doubt. Nevertheless, the regulation and 

characterisation of fibroblast differentiation and the triggers leading to their disappearance 

in the granulation tissue by apoptosis are still unclear. 

The last phase of wound healing is characterized by tissue remodelling. In the 

granulation tissue, the amount of synthesized and deposited ECM increases as the cellularity 

and vascularity decreases with time. The collagen fibrils will align, form bundles which become 

thicker and more mature. The ECM is characterized by changes in the composition of the 

different types of collagens and increased cross-links of the fibres in time. The increased levels 

of different proteoglycans will return to normal levels, the basement membrane will 

reintegrate with the dermis with the formation of the microfibrils, and finally elastin fibres will 

regenerate. 

Each phase as described above is characterized by specific events. The different phases 

overlap in time and the time point of the start of the next phase is depending on multiple 

factors and the extent of overlap depends on comphcating factors (23). The acute phase 

normally lasts no longer than 24-48 hrs, but may continue for several days in case of large 

wounds or lack of proper wound care. The inflammatory phase normally does not last longer 

than several days but may last much longer in the case of wound infection. The amount of 

granulation tissue formation can be insignificant when wound closure is rapid, but in the case 

of full thickness wounds, it may take more than three weeks before the cellularity decreases 

and ECM remodelling and maturation occur. The duration of tissue remodelling depends on 

the size and especially on the depth of the wounds. If wound contraction and scar formation 

have occurred, the remodelling of the ECM and the basement membrane are likely to take 

several years. 

Wound healing research is a mixture of fields of cell biology, tissue physiology, 

biochemistry and molecular biology and is involved in a complex interplay of multiple events 

at different signal levels. Moreover, the cells encounter many signals during wound healing, 

which cannot be mimicked in culture models. New wound treatments can therefore only be 

properly investigated in animals models. The signals cells receive from their ECM 

surroundings consist of cell-cell contacts, cell-ECM adhesions, interaction with ECM 

degradation products, growth factors, eicosanoids, and chemokines. Depending on this 

information, the cell will decide how it will respond to their surrounding, e.g. start to migrate, 

proliferate or differentiate. 
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In the second section of the introduction, the events during early wound healing will be 

reviewed and an inventory will be given of all mediators involved in regulation of cell migration 

and initiation of wound repair. In the third section, an overview will be given of cell adhesion 

molecules and adhesions with its surrounding and the mechanisms involved in cell migration, 

which is consequently followed by a characterization of the cells that migrate into the wound. 

In the fourth section, the role of the fibroblast in tissue regeneration and wound contraction 

will be reviewed. During this introduction several intracellular signal transducing molecules 

and pathways will be mentioned, which are reviewed briefly in section 5 of this introduction. 

This section will help to understand cellular behaviour in response to different mediators 

present during wound healing. 

2. The early phases in wound healing 

2.1 The acute phase of wound healing 

Skin damage results in bleeding and activates the process of hemostasis. Successful 

hemostasis is achieved by adhesion and aggregation of platelets to the endothelium. The 

endothelium is a monolayer of flat cells attached to the subendothelial structure existing of 

basement membrane extracellular matrix proteins, smooth muscle cells and pericytes. 

Endothelial cells normally prevent coagulation by multiple mechanisms: (I) secreting 

anticoagulant substances, e.g., endothelium-derived relaxing factor, prostaglandin I2, NO, and 

tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA); (II) expression of receptors which bind ADPase, 

trombomodulin and heparins; (III) by hiding the ECM of the subendothelium (IV); and by 

vasodilatation mediating dilution of procoagulant factors and reducing shear stress (reviewed 

in (24)). 

After vessel damage platelets adhere to the endothelium and exposed ECM takes place, 

which initiates blood coagulation. Platelet adhesion to endothelium under higher shear forces 

is depending on von Willebrand Factor binding and subsequent activation of platelets 

(reviewed in (25)). Von Willebrand Factor is a multimeric protein present in plasma and 

subendothelium. It is synthesized by platelets and endothelium and the latter cells bind von 

Willebrand Factor through several integrins. Platelet adhesion to cells and ECM (fibrinogen, 

fibronectin, laminin, collagen and vitronectin) is mediated by multiple receptors, like E- and 

P-selectins, Platelet-endothelial cell adhesion molecule (PECAM), and GP-proteins (being 

mostly integrins). In addition, the activation of platelets induces conformational changes of 

adhesion receptors altering affinity and binding of ligands (reviewed in (24)). The adhesion and 

activation of platelets by activated endothelium is further mediated by secretion of platelet 

activating protein (PAF), a potent mediator of platelet aggregation and granule release, by 

phosphatidylserines present in the membrane of vesicles and calcium released from dense 

granules. 
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In the process of blood coagulation, the cleavage of fibrinogen by thrombin generates 

fibrin, which assembles into fibres and is the essential "glue" to complete the blood coagulation 

process and plug formation (reviewed in (24-26)). The endothelium also participates in the 

clotting cascade by producing and secreting von Willebrand Factor, Factor V and VII, tissue 

factor and kininogen (all co-factors in the production of thrombin). The activated platelets 

secrete several mediators. The platelets contain two main types of secretory granules, cc-

granules and dense granules. The a-granules are bigger and are present in higher numbers 

than the dense granules. The a-granules contain: Platelet Factor 4 (PF4), ß-thromboglobulin, 

platelet basic protein (PBP), albumin, kininogen, Factor V, von Willebrand Factor, 

thrombospondin, fibronectin, Cl-inhibitor, a2-antitrypsin, a2-macroglobulin, a2-antiplasmin, 

insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 and growth factors PDGF, EGF, IGF-I, TGF-ß's 

(26-29). The TGF-ß 1 is the predominant isoform and all isoforms are mainly secreted in the 

latent form (30). The dense granules contain predominantly serotonin, but also tromboxane 

A2, 5-HETE, ADP, ATP, Ca2+, Mg2+ (31). These mediators are implicated in several effector 

functions, e.g., increasing platelet aggregation (ADP, PF4 and fibronectin), leading to 

vasoconstriction (5- and 12-HETE, serotonin, and TxA^, are co-factors for the generation of 

thrombin (Factor V, kininogen), and stimulate Chemotaxis and cell proliferation (PDGF, TGF-

ß's, EGF, IGF-1, tromboxane's and the chemokines PF-4, PBP (and its breakdown products 

CTAP-III and NAP-2). The induced vasoconstriction is mediated by the underlying smooth 

muscle cells, and is furthermore stimulated by exposure to other vasoconstrictors, such as 

endothelins, and angiotensins. The vasoconstriction is important for successful coagulation and 

stimulates collision of platelets with the vessel walls. 

After a few minutes, vessels start to dilate due to the increased capillary pressure and 

the presence of several mediators ,e.g., histamine, 12-HETE, PGE-2 and serotonin (32). The 

adhesion of leukocytes to endothelial cells is stimulated by the upregulation of P-selectin 

expression (stored intracellularly) on endothelial cells. The following leukocyte diapedesis 

requires additional adhesion molecule interactions, PECAM-PECAM and CD1 l(b or c)/CD18-

ICAM1, and drastic cytoskeleton reorganisations. The mechanisms involved in diapedesis are 

reviewed in (32,33). The leukocytes that infiltrate the wounds the first hours after wounding 

are mainly polymorphonuclear leukocytes, predominantly neutrophils, followed after a few 

days by mononuclear cells. The vessel dilatation not only results in plasma leakage into the 

wound bed but also increases the local temperature. The disturbed vascularisation in the 

wound edge furthermore leads to hypoxia, which will increase the C0 2 concentration in the 

tissue and lactate production. This leads to a reduction in the tissue pH causing alteration and 

to a certain extent denaturation of ECM proteins and structures, a process known as wound 

oedema. This local acidification could also be implicated in the activation of growth factors 

present in the ECM, such as TGF-ß's and FGF-2. 
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2.2 The ECM after fibrin clot formation 

Small undeep wounds and incisional wounds have a different wound architecture and 

healing pat tern than large partial and full-thickness wounds or burn wounds. The small and 

incisional wounds coagulate rapidly with minor eschar formation. The small wounds become 

hardly contaminated or infected, the fibrin clot will resolve fast and epithelialization from the 

wound edges will soon close the wound. The attraction and accumulation of inflammatory cells 

and need of wound contraction to close the wound are absent in this type of wounds. In large 

wounds, wound contamination is likely to be present as well as the risk of wound infection. The 

fibrin clot and eschar formation are a substantial part of the wound architecture and will 

hinder wound epithelialization from hair follicle remnants. The amount of proteolytic wound 

activity necessary to resolve the fibrin clot and eschar is increased and this will clear the way 

for migrating cells and granulation tissue formation. Wound closure by epithelialization from 

hair follicle remnants is absent as more dermal area is lost. As wound closure is delayed, the 

amount of granulation tissue and wound contraction will increase (34). In addition, the 

presence of necrotic tissue will further impede and delay the healing process. Its presence 

attracts more inflammatory cells and intensifies the proteolytic wound activity which will often 

result in the loss of viable tissue. Surgical or enzymatic debridement are required to positively 

influence the wound healing process. 

The wound architecture of large and deep wounds can be characterised by the ECM at 

the wound edge and the fibrin clot. The wound edge will also be actively remodelled during the 

healing process. The fibrin clot consists of fibrin fibres with captured plasma proteins and blood 

cells. Important to realise is that several proteins are present or cross-linked to the fibres of 

the fibrin clot and that the fibrin clot provides a temporary ECM for infiltrating cells. 

The role of fibronectin in the plasma clot has been extensively studied. Fibronectin is 

a dimeric glycoprotein which is crosslinked to fibrin by factor XIII transglutaminase. 

Fibroblasts are able to adhere, spread and migrate in fibronectin depleted fibrin clots, but 

migration is stimulated by fibrin cross-linking and the cross-linking of fibronectin to fibrin 

(35-37). Interestingly, fibronectin molecules are capable of spontaneous cross-linking and form 

multimeric proteins, which resemble fibrils (38,39). Fibronectin exists in multiple isoforms. The 

gene has two splicing sites ED-A and ED-B, and a splicing domain with multiple introns called 

CS domain. Plasma fibronectin is a fibronectin isoform that does not contain the splice domains 

ED-A and ED-B. The cellular fibronectin produced in wounds does contain the splicing domains 

ED-A and ED-B, and a variable proportion of exons of the multiple splicing domain CS (40). 

Cells can bind to fibronectin at multiple sites (at least six). The best characterized sites are the 

RGD-site (near the ED-A domain, integrin a5ß and al lbß3 binding sites) and two binding sites 

in the variable CS domain (integrin a 4 ß l binding sites), and the heparin binding domain. The 

latter site mediates cell attachment mainly indirectly through heparan sulphate binding. In 
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the fibrin clot the fibronectin form present is plasma fibronectin. Other predominant proteins 

in the fibrin clot derived from serum and platelets are thrombospondin and vitronectin. Their 

role in cell migration will be discussed throughout this review. 

Within one day after wounding, mainly HA was shown to accumulate in the wound (41). 

The source of HA could be plasma and/or production by local cells, although the latter seems 

unlikely so early after wounding. In fetal wounds, scarless healing was associated with high 

levels of HA, and later in gestation stage the initiation of scar fibrosis was associated with 

increased hyaluronidase activity (42,43). The effects that HA exerts on wound healing seem 

to be dependent on the size and concentration of HA. Oligosaccharides and 4-25 dissaccharide 

HA units were shown to stimulate cell migration and angiogenesis, whereas high MW HA did 

not or even impaired angiogenesis (44,45). The expression of hyaluronidase activity by tumour 

cells also stimulated angiogenesis (46). In normal skin, 20%-30% of the total HA turnover 

occurs by receptor mediated internalisation and degradation, and the rest is removed by the 

lymphatic pathway (16). Interestingly, recently a hyaluronidase enzyme was identified in blood 

plasma (47,48), which also could be present and active early during healing. Furthermore, HA 

has been implicated in multiple cellular processes, e.g., cell migration, proliferation, and 

differentiation (49-52), preventing oxygen radical damage (53), inducing chemokine expression 

in macrophages (54), and in vitro HA was able to modulate fibroblast mediated collagen gel 

contraction (55). Cell division of adhering cells was stimulated by enhanced production and 

deposition of HA in the pericellular matrix. During cell division adhering cells almost 

completely detach from their substrate and the presence of HA is believed to facilitate cell 

detachment, which could explain the observed stimulation of cell proliferation (17). 

Nevertheless, opposite effects on fibroblast proliferation have been reported also (56). However, 

most data of the different in vitro studies are difficult to compare since different MW sizes, 

concentrations, and cell types were used. In addition, the sources of HA were not comparable 

and often a certain amount of contaminating proteins was present in the HA preparations 

(56,57). 

During cell infiltration and granulation tissue formation, the fibrin clot is resolved. 

Degradation products of fibrin and fibronectin not only have chemotactic properties but also 

stimulate fibroblast proliferation and modulate protease expression (58-60). The upregulation 

and expression of other ECM proteoglycans in the granulation tissue, like tenascin, biglycan, 

decorin, versican, and collagens coincidence with the ingrowth of granulation tissue and 

declining presence of HA. Tenascin has been implicated in regulation of cell adhesion and de-

adhesion during development and in wound healing (61-63). Tenascin expression in the dermis 

was upregulated after 3 days in partial thickness wounds in the rat and somewhat later in full 

thickness wounds (64). In humans, in punch biopsy wounds, tenascin staining was found in the 

papillary dermis after a few days and was abundantly present in the newly formed granulation 

tissue (5). In scar tissue, tenascin remained present in the dermal tissue up to months after 
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wounding (65). The proteoglycans, especially decorin, are important in collagen fibrillogenesis 

(14,66). The proteoglycans decorin, biglycan and versican all have variable chondroitin 

sulphate and/or dermatan sulphate chains attached to the core protein. The side chains have 

been implicated in control of cell adhesion and control of cell proliferation by binding growth 

factors (67,68). Versican seems to be associated with the elastin fibres in the dermis of normal 

skin (69,70) and is able to bind to HA (15). Versican has been implicated in the inhibition of 

cell-substratum adhesion (71). Studies describing versican expression in wound healing in time 

have yet to be published. Decorin and biglycan bind TGF-ß and are involved in the inactivation 

of TGF-ß (72-74). Decorin also modulates metallo-proteinase-1 (MMP-1) gene expression in 

fibroblasts growing on vitronectin and the 120 kDa fragment of fibronectin (75). This 

fibronectin breakdown product has previously been shown to induce MMP-1 and MMP-3 

expression in fibroblasts (60). In human oral mucosa incisional wounds, decorin staining 

reappeared in between 3 and 7 days, whereas biglycan staining did not return within 7 days 

(41). However caution should be taken with the interpretation of these data, since it has been 

reported that proteoglycan glycosaminoglycosylation alters during wound healing and was 

shown to interfere with antibody recognition of decorin (76). The formation of the granulation 

tissue furthermore coincidences with the deposition of cellular fibronectin and collagen type 

I and type III whereas collagen type V and type VI deposition was more specifically related to 

angiogenesis (77-79). 

2.3 The presence of different mediators in the wound 

The infiltrating cells not only encounter multiple mediators present in the fibrin clot, 

but also produce mediators in response to the encountered signals. These signals will influence 

the behaviour of infiltrating cells and influence the differentiation pathways of monocytes and 

fibroblasts. In the following paragraphs the role and presence of some growth factors, 

eicosanoids and chemokines will be discussed. The signal transducing molecules these 

mediators activate in the cell will be mentioned and reviewed in greater detail in section 5. 

2.3.1 Growth factors early in wound healing 

The growth factors present early in wound healing are derived from platelets, 

neutrophils and plasma. The growth factors present in platelets were described above. The 

most abundant ones are TGF-ß isoforms and PDGF-AB. The production of growth factors by 

neutrophils requires de novo protein synthesis, and the most abundant ones are likely to be 

the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1 and TNF-a. The factors present in serum are IGF-I, 

insulin, angiotensins, endothelins, and possibly hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and growth 

hormone. Discussing the role of all growth factors present in wound healing is beyond the scope 

of this review. Only PDGF, TGF-ß and IFN's will be discussed because of their central role in 

regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation and tissue regeneration. 
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Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is one of the best studied growth factors in 

relation to signal transduction. PDGF exists as homodimers PDGF-AA and -BB or as a 

heterodimer PDGF-AB. The PDGF receptors are mainly localized on connective tissue cells and 

are implicated in Chemotaxis, migration, and proliferation of fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, 

neutrophils and macrophages. The PDGF receptor is a tyrosine kinase receptor consisting of 

two receptor chains a and ß. Tyrosine kinase activity is only induced after receptor homo- or 

heterodimerization. The PDGF receptor a chain has high affinity for PDFG-AA, whereas the 

PDGF-BB binds to both the PDGF-a and ß receptor chains with an equally high affinity. This 

implies a more efficient cell activation by PDGF-BB (ß-ß, cc-ß, a-a receptor dimerization) than 

for PDGF-AB (a-ß receptor dimerization) and PDGF-AA (a-a receptor dimerization). Indeed, 

the proliferation of wound fibroblasts was stimulated more with PDGF-BB when compared to 

PDGF-AB and PDGF-AA (80). 

In wound healing, topical application of PDGF, especially PDGF-BB, stimulated 

granulation tissue formation, but PDGF angiogenic effects were weaker than that of FGF-2 

(81). Interesting data in relation to this are coming from PDGF-B and PDGF-ß-receptor knock

out mice. During embryogenesis, developing capillary sprouts secrete PDGF which stimulate 

the co-migration of smooth muscle cells and pericytes. In the knock-out mice, there was no co-

migration of pericytes with blood vessels in the brain and no co-migration of connective tissue 

cells in the kidney (mesangial cells) and the lung (smooth muscle cells) (82,83). This suggests 

an important role for PDGF in the migration of pericytes, smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. 

The PDGF induced membrane ruffling and rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton stress fibres 

and the association of the activated PDGF-ß receptor chain with the insulin receptor and with 

avß3 integrin all seem to be related to the chemotactic activity of PDGF (84-86). The 

stimulation of actin cytoskeleton rearrangement might also be involved in the observed 

stimulation of collagen gel contraction by fibroblasts (87). In addition, PDGF also upregulated 

the expression of the a2 integrin chain on fibroblasts in stressed gels (88,89). The a 2 ß l integrin 

mediates collagen binding and has been shown to mediate collagen gel contraction (90). 

In humans, there are three isoforms detected for TGF-ßl, -ß2 and -ß3 (reviewed in 

(91-94)). They are synthesized as a preproform, cleaved intracellularly by furin, and normally 

secreted in the latent form. Outside the cells, TGF-ß's bind to the latent TGF-ß binding protein 

(LTBP), which interacts with multiple ECM molecules (95,96). TGF-ß also binds to decorin, 

biglycan, fibromodulin (72), and to other not yet identified molecules (97-99). Active TGF-ßl 

was also shown to bind to a2-macroglobulin, which is believed to inactivate and clear TGF-ß 

from the site of injury (100). All this suggests a tight control for TGF-ß activation. Liberation 

of latent TGF-ß from the ECM has been shown to be mediated by the proteolytic enzymes 

chymase and elastase, thrombin and plasmin (101,102). Latent TGF-ß is activated after cell 

binding via specific receptors: TGF-ß binds via LTBP to the mannose-6-phosphate-insulin-like 

growth factor II (M6P-IGFII) receptor and via thrombospondin to the thrombospondin receptor, 
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CD36. Bound latent TGF-ß is subsequently activated by cleavage by plasmin or thrombin 

(91,94,103). It is noteworthy that latent TGF-ß's are also activated by acidification. As 

described at the end of paragraph 2.1, wound tissue pH reduction precedes wound oedema 

formation and it has been reported that cells are capable of reducing local pH at the plasma 

membrane. Collagen phagocytosis by fibroblasts for example showed local acidification in the 

environment of the phagosome mediated by V-ATPases, which denatures the collagen fibrils 

and facilitates collagen degradation by the gelatinase MMP-2 (104,105). 

The effector activities of the TGF-ß isoforms on cells in vitro are similar in general and 

concern the regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation and ECM synthesis. These effects 

are dependent on cell type, TGF-ß concentration, cell density, the microenvironment, and the 

presence of other growth factors and ECM molecules (92). The strong induction of ECM 

synthesis in fibroblasts is not only mediated by upregulation of the synthesis of fibronectin, 

collagens, and other proteoglycans, but also by downregulation of MMP and upregulation of 

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) and tissue inhibitor of metallo-proteinases (TIMP) 

expression (92). In normal skin, TGF-B2 is constitutively expressed in the dermis, whereas 

TGF-ß 1 and 3 are predominantly expressed in the epidermis. During wound healing, the 

expression, especially of TGF-ßl, is highly upregulated in the dermis (106,107). The expression 

of TGF-ß receptors RI and RII on fibroblasts in the normal physiological situation is low and 

becomes upregulated during granulation tissue formation (108,109). Several studies have 

investigated the expression of the TGF-ß isoforms during wound healing, but results were not 

always consistent. In general the antibodies used in these studies did not discriminate between 

the latent complex and the active TGF-ß molecules. Furthermore, antigen recognition can be 

hindered by TGF-ß binding to the multiple ECM proteins or altered during the fixation and 

embedding procedures of the tissues (personal observations). Topical wound treatment with 

TGF-ßl accelerated collagen deposition and maturation (81,110,111). A different role for the 

TGF-ß isoforms during wound healing has been suggested and will be discussed in paragraph 

4.2. 

The interferons (IFN) are implicated in downregulation of collagen synthesis and 

inhibition of cell proliferation. In addition, in culture IFN-y was able to reduce the expression 

of a-smooth muscle actin in myofibroblasts (112). However, IFN-y seems to be a regulator of 

specific immune responses, since IFN-y is mainly produced by a subset of differentiated T cells 

and induces MHC class I and II expression in nearly all cells (113). During wound healing, 

mainly CD4+ T cells infiltrate into the wound. A possible role of T cells in regulation of wound 

healing has only recently become a topic of renewed interest (65,114). The IFN-cc and ß's are 

more likely to be implicated in silencing of granulation tissue formation. IFN-a is mainly 

produced by macrophages, whereas IFN-ß was identified as the fibroblast IFN. The IFNß-2b 

is better known as interleukin-6 (IL-6), and is strongly induced in fibroblasts by the pro

inflammatory cytokines TNF-a and IL-1, and multiple other growth factors (115,116). IFNß-2b 
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has been shown to inhibit fibroblast proliferation (117) and suggests that the balance between 

mitogenic and inhibitory signals regulates proliferation. IFNß-2b was also able to inhibit 

fibroblast mediated collagen gel contraction (118). 

2.3.2 Eicosanoids and their role in wound healing 

Lipid mediators or eicosanoids are derived from released arachidonic acid en generated 

by cyclo-oxygenases (prostaglandins and tromboxanes) and lipoxygenase (leukotrienes). Their 

synthesis is schematically given in figure 1. 

A r a c h i d o n i c A c id 

1 2 - H P E T E 

peroxidase 

5 - H E T E 
1 2 - H E T E 

L T B - 4 

5 - H P E T E 

L T A - 4 

L T C - 4 

1 
P G G - 2 

perox id ase 

P G H - 2 P G E 2 

9-keto-red uctase 

P G I T x A - 2 

• L T D - 4 
it 1 

P G F - 2 a 6-ke to- TxB-2 
P G F - l a 

Figure 1. The eicosanoid pathways, describing the lipoxygenase and cyclo-oxygenase synthetic routes. 
Abbreviations: PG prostaglandin; HETE hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid; HPETE hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic 
acid;Tx tromboxane; LT leukotriene. 

Arachidonic acid is generated in the cell by calcium-sensitive phospholipase A2 (c-PLA2) and 

calcium independent PLA2 (i-PLA2). C-PLA2 is activated by phosphorylation of mitogen 

activated protein kinases (MAPK), converts lysophosphatidate (LPA) into arachidonic acid and 

is translocated to the membrane in a calcium dependent manner (119). I-PLA2 activation 

mechanisms are less well understood, but the enzyme prefers plasmenylcholine as substrate 

and is transiently activated. Another group of PLA enzymes are platelet activating factor-

phospholipases A2 (PAF-PLA2). They are both active intra- and extracellularly and hydrolyse 

PAF. The secreted form of PLA, S-PLA2, is only active at high calcium concentrations (mM) 

and generates arachidonic acid outside the cell (reviewed in (120,121)). 

The prostaglandins are generated from arachidonic acid by cyclo-oxygenases (COX-1 

and COX-2). The first metabolite is prostaglandin G2 (PGG-2) which is converted by peroxidase 

activity and oxygen into PGH2 and hydroxyradicals. PGH2 is the parent prostaglandin and 

can be converted into PGF-2«, PGE-1 and -2, PGI-1 and -2 (hydrolyses to 6-keto-PGF-la) , 

PGD, TxA2 (hydrolyses to TxB2)(122). PGE-2 and PGF-2<x are the most stabile prostanoids, 

can act in a paracrine manner and have opposing biological effects (Chapter 18 in (22)). PGE-2 
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is a vasodilator, and inhibits inflammatory responses, whereas PGF-2a induces 

vasoconstriction, platelet aggregation, Chemotaxis, and cell proliferation. The identified 

receptors are coupled to heterotrimeric GTP-G-proteins (122-128). Effector functions of G-

proteins are reviewed in paragraph 5.4. 

The leukotriene (LT) biosynthesis depends on the availability of arachidonic acid and 

is mainly generated within membrane vesicles (129-131). In the vesicles, the generated LTA4 

is converted to LTC4, which can be released outside the cells by an ATP-dependent export 

carrier. Extracellular LTC4 is rapidly converted by membrane bound enzymes into LTD4 and 

LTE4. In addition, LTA4 can also be converted to LTB4, a process which seems to be 

dependent on the differentiation state of the leukotriene producing cells. Furthermore, LT A4 

secreted in the extracellular space and stabilized by albumin can be converted by e.g. 

endothelial cells and erythrocytes to LTB4 (131). The effector functions of LTB4, LTD4 and 

LTE4 comprise vasoconstriction, contraction of smooth muscle cells, and especially LTB4 is 

known for its chemotactic potential to inflammatory cells. In keratinocyte cultures, LTB4, 

LTC4 and LTD4 also proved to be mitogenic (132). The other hydroperoxy fatty acids (e.g. 5-, 

12- and 15-HETE) require 0 2 and peroxidase activity for their synthesis. Their main biological 

function is the attraction of inflammatory cells (133-135). 

Eicosanoids functions are inhibited by co-oxidation, myeloperoxidase-catalysed 

degradation and peroxisomal ß-oxidation. The regulation of the biosynthesis and secretion level 

are perhaps even more important, since most eicosanoids are short-lived. Downregulation of 

eicosanoids synthesis by PLA2 inhibition seems to be mediated by the induction of lipocortins 

also called annexins (Lipocortin I = annexin 1 = calpactin II). Lipocortins interfere with the 

substrate binding of PLA2 and inhibit the formation of arachidonic acid (136). Glucocorticoids 

are potent inhibitors of PLA2 activity. Glucocorticoids (e.g. cortisone, corticosterone and 

hydrocortisone) are derived from the renal cortex and induced systemically by stress. Their 

anti-inflammatory effects on inflammation are not only mediated through inhibition of 

eicosanoid synthesis, but also by other mechanisms. Glucocorticoid-receptor interactions 

negatively regulate the transcription of adhesion molecules (ICAM-1, ELAM-1), inflammatory 

cytokines (IL-2. IL-6, IL-8, IL-1 andTNF-a) , intracellular NO synthetase, MMP-1, MMP-9 and 

keratinocyte growth factor (KGF) production in fibroblasts. In addition, they increase 

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) synthesis in keratinocytes and altered TGF-ß isoform 

expression in wound healing (137-140). 

In early wound healing, the effects of eicosanoids range from stimulating platelet 

aggregation (tromboxane A2, 12-HETE), inhibiting platelet activation (PGF-2a, PGI-2), 

stimulate vasoconstriction (tromboxane A2, PGF-2a, LTC4, LTD4), Chemotaxis (5- and 12-

HETE, LTB4, PGE-2, and PGF-2«) or mediate vasodilatation (PGE-2, 12-HETE, LTC4 and 

LTD4)(141). The first hours after wound healing PGE-2 and PGF-2<x are both present in equal 

amounts, thereafter the amount of PGE-2 diminishes as the cellular infiltration profile changes 
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to mononuclear cell types (142). Interestingly, PGE-2 can be converted to PGF-2a by PGE2-9-

ketoreductase, an activity seen in proliferative disorders of the skin and in activated mice 

macrophages (135,143,144). Both prostaglandins are implicated in modulation of cell function 

and in the stimulation of synthesis of collagens and glycosaminoglycans, especially PGF-2<x is 

a potent inducer of HA synthesis by fibroblasts (145,146). For mouse fibroblasts PGF-2a was 

mitogenic, PGF-la and PGD were weak mitogenic, whereas PGE's and PGI's did not induce 

proliferation (147). The monocyte/macrophage is thought to be the main source of PGE-2 and 

PGF-2a in the later phases of wound healing, nevertheless PGE-2 can be produced by most 

cells (142,148). Keratinocytes in culture synthesize considerable amounts of PGE-2 after IL-1 

stimulation (149). Dermal fibroblasts respond to PGE-1 by secreting IL-6 (IFNß-2b)(117). 

Notably, PGE2 stimulated keratinocyte proliferation, when co-cultured with 3T3 fibroblasts, 

but in the absence of 3T3 fibroblasts it inhibited proliferation (150). In vitro, PGE-2 

furthermore inhibited monocyte adherence, spreading and motility (151). In ra t wounds, the 

topical application of a PGE-2 analogue reduced the numbers of macrophages in the wounds, 

but eventually induced more fibrosis (152). 

2.3.3 Chemokines and their role in early wound healing 

More than 40 chemokines have been identified to date, and are divided into four 

families of which the CXC-chemokines and CC-chemokines, listed in table I, are the best 

described (reviewed in (153,154)). 

CXC-chemokine family members 

Epithelial-derived neutrophils chemoattractant-

78 (ENA-78) 

Granulocyte chemotactic protein-2 (GCP-2) 

Growth related oncogene (GRO-a to -y) 

IL-8 

Interferon-inducible protein-10 (IP-10) 

Monokine induced by IFN-y (Mig) 

Platelet basic protein (PBP) and cleavage 

products 

Platelet factor 4 (PF4) 

stromal cell derived factor (SDF-lcc and -Iß) 

CC-chemokine family members 

Thymus and activation-regulated protein 

(TARC) 

RANTES, Regulated on activation, normal T 

cell expressed and secreted 

Hemofiltrate CC-chemokines (HCC-1 to -3) 

Eotaxin 

1-309 

Monocyte chemoactractant protein (MCP-1 

to-5) 

Macrophage inflammatory proteins (MIP-1 a 

and -Iß) 
Table I. Chemokines divided into their families based on the relative positions of their cysteine residues. 

Most chemokines are not stored in cells and their production is stimulated by proinflammatory 

cytokines and bacterial mitogens (e.g. LPS). They are produced by a wide variety of cells, 

except for PF4 and PBP which so far were only found in platelets. In general, the CXC 

chemokines tend to attract neutrophils, and CC chemokines act preferentially on 

monocytes/macrophages. In solution most chemokines dimerize to form the biologically active 
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form, but recent data indicate that several chemokines are equally active in monomer forms. 

Their chemotactic properties are not solely mediated by a fluid concentration gradient. 

Chemokines bind to negatively charged molecules as heparan sulphate proteoglycans, which 

are present on cells and more importantly in the basement membrane and connective tissues. 

The implications of these observations are not yet fully understood. It implies the existence of 

a solid gradient but could also interfere with growth factor binding and change growth factor 

availability and/or activity. 

The identified receptors for chemokines are members of the seven-transmembrane 

spanning (7-TM) receptor family and intracellular signalling comprises the activation of 

multiple signal pathways mediated by the activation of G-proteins (reviewed in (155,156)). The 

different effector functions of several family members of the G-proteins will be discussed in 

paragraph 5.4. The mechanisms that inhibit chemokine activity are not yet completely 

revealed. The mechanisms are sought on the level of down-regulating expression by anti

inflammatory cytokines (IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, and TGF-ß), neutralizing activity by 

autoantibodies present in the serum, and scavenging by receptors without signal transducing 

activities. The latter process involves a receptor called Duffy antigen receptor, which is highly 

present on erythrocytes and inducible on other cell types (157). 

The general assumption is that chemokines play an important role in the stimulation 

and regulation of the inflammatory response after monocytes have infiltrated in the wound. 

This hypothesis is based on the observation that the production of chemokines is stimulated 

by pro-inflammatory cytokines and that they are produced in higher quantities by 

mononuclear inflammatory cells. In wound healing, the infiltrating monocytes are considered 

to be responsible for the attraction of vascular cells and fibroblasts into the wound. Only 

recently some reports have investigated the presence of chemokines early in wound healing 

(158-160). The role of chemokines in tissue injury is reviewed in (153,157). 

The first chemokines present at the onset of wounding are PBP (or its breakdown 

products connective tissue activating protein-III (CTAP-III), ß-thromboglobulin, and neutrophil 

activating protein-2 (NAP-2)) and PF4, both are released by platelets and both attract 

predominantly neutrophils to the wound. MCP-1 was also identified early in wound healing 

(161). MCP-1 attracts solely monocytes, whereas MCP-2 to -5 also can attract and act on T 

cells, basophils and eosinophils (153,162). The latter MCP's have not yet been investigated in 

healing wounds. IL-8 and GRO-a, -ß and -y are structurally related and are chemotactic for 

neutrophils and basophils, but the GRO proteins are less potent than IL-8 (162). Both IL-8 and 

GRO-proteins were present during early wound healing (161). Multiple cells have the ability 

to produce GRO and IL-8. Overexpression of IP-10 in mice delayed wound healing and 

inhibited angiogenesis (163). IP-10 and Mig attract predominantly IL-2 activated T-cells (153) 

and are both induced by IFN-y. It is unlikely that these cytokines are involved in the early 

chemotactic signals during early wound healing since IFN-y is selectively produced by a 
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subpopulation of T-cells. The same can be said of RANTES, a potent attractant for monocytes 

and activated T cells, predominantly produced by T cells and fibroblasts (153) and indeed 

proven to be absent the first days after wounding (161). MIP-loc and ß are predominantly 

secreted by activated macrophages, and were shown essential in recruitment of additional 

monocytes to the wound (160). 

Although only a few studies have investigated the role of chemokines during early 

wound healing, it is more than hkely that chemokines have a role in the attraction of 

mesenchymal cells into the wound tissue. A direct effect of chemokines on fibroblast migration 

has not yet been established, but in vitro fibroblasts were shown to respond to chemokines 

(164). 

2.3.4. Proteolytic enzymes involved in wound healing 

The metalloproteinases and serine proteases are the most investigated proteolytic 

enzymes in wound healing due their to specific roles in cell migration, ECM degradation and 

remodelling. However, other proteolytic enzymes also might have important roles in wound 

healing since they have been implicated in tumour metastasis and in pathological conditions 

leading to tissue damage and fibrosis. Moreover, in this field much effort has been put into the 

development of highly selective inhibitors to control the action of specific proteolytic enzymes 

involved in metastasis and tissue fibrosis (165,166). The activity of proteolytic enzymes can be 

classified in carboxypeptidases and endopeptidases and are subdivided into classes on the basis 

of catalytic mechanisms (167). 

The family of cysteine proteases can be divided in enzymes of the calpain and papain 

family and enzymes related to the IL-Iß converting enzyme (ICE)(168). The ICE related 

enzymes are involved in apoptosis and release of IL-Iß. The calpain enzymes regulate 

membrane signalling and the papain enzymes are cathepsins B, H, K, L, O, S (and others). The 

cathepsins are mainly found in lysosomes and only active under reducing conditions and in an 

acidic pH range. In wound healing, their function and activity is related to phagocytosis and 

to the intra-cellular degradation and turnover of tissue proteins. However, during active 

neoplastic formation cathepsin activity is not only upregulated but is also found to be secreted 

extracellularly. In different carcinoma's, extracellular cathepsin B was found to degrade 

basement membrane proteins (169). Cathepsin K, identified in macrophages in inflammatory 

sites, has a strong degrading potential in an acidic pH range. The expression in macrophages 

has been correlated with a macrophage degrading phenotype. At neutral pH, the enzyme is 

only stable for a few hours. However, even at neutral pH cathepsin K is almost as potent in 

degrading elastin as pancreatic elastase and twice as potent as neutrophil elastase (168). In 

addition, cathepsin K has also a potent collagenase and gelatinase activity indicating a possible 

physiological role in macrophage mediated wound debridement. The aspartic acid proteinase 

cathepsin D has also been implicated in cancer metastasis. Nevertheless, its predominant 
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presence in phagosomes suggests that it has mitogenic activity instead of a direct involvement 

in ECM degradation and cell invasion. The mitogenic action involves growth factor activation 

and/or cleavage of inhibitors (reviewed in (170)). 

The serine proteases include elastase, cathepsin A and G, proteinase 3, tryptase, 

complement activating enzymes, enzymes involved in coagulation and fibrinolysis like 

thrombin, tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA), urokinase-type plasminogen activator 

(uPA), plasmin and multiple other enzymes (171). Cathepsin A or deamidase is a 

carboxypeptidase possibly involved in the extracellular regulation of angiotensin II activity 

(172). Cathepsin G is secreted by neutrophils and degrades fibrin and proteoglycans and is able 

to activate collagenases (173,174). Plasmin and thrombin also have other functions than 

generating and degrading fibrin which are mentioned throughout this review. The serine 

protease elastase involved in wound healing is neutrophil elastase. Neutrophil elastase has a 

broad range of substrates, e.g. elastin, fibronectin and other proteoglycans, collagens, and 

participates in fibrin fibrinolysis (174,175). In chronic wounds and burns elastase activity is 

responsible for the degradation of fibronectin (176-178), which in part could be explained by 

functional degradation of the elastase inhibitor al-anti-trypsin (179). 

Metallo-proteinases (MMPs) characterized by the necessity of a divalent cation for 

activity comprise collagenases (MMP-1, -8 and -13), stromelysins (MMP-3, -10 and -11), 

gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9), metallo-elastase (MMP-12), matrilysin (MMP-7), membrane-

bound MPP's (MT1-MMP to MT4-MMP or MMP-14 to -17) and carboxypeptidases (CPA, CPB, 

CPD, CPE, CPN and CPM) (reviewed in (180-183)). 

The collagenases are unique in their ability to cleave fibrillar collagens in their triple 

helix conformation. The affinity of the different collagenases is variable for the different types 

of collagens, but they are capable as well to degrade other proteins such as aggrecan, serpins, 

tenascin, and the inhibitors a2-macroglobulin and inhibitor al-anti-trypsin, or activate pro-

MMP-2 and -9 (184). In chronic wounds and inflammation, MMP-13 expression was observed 

in fibroblasts and epithelial cells (185,186), but it has not yet been detected in normal healing 

wounds (187). Interestingly, dermal fibroblasts cultured in collagen gels did express MMP-13, 

but not when cultured on plastic, indicating an important role for ECM-fibroblast interactions 

in the upregulation of MMP-13 (187). In fibroblasts, TGF-ßl downregulated the MMP-1 

expression, but upregulated MMP-13 in a dose- and time-dependant manner (188). This 

suggests a role of MMP-13 in tissue remodelling since TGF-ßl also upregulates ECM protein 

(collagens) and TIMP-1 expression (182). 

The gelatinases first recognized for their degrading activity of denatured collagens 

proved to digest other substrates like several proteoglycans (e.g. tenascin, fibronectin) and type 

IV, V and XIV collagens. MMP-2 is constitutively expressed by most cell types and has an 

important role in collagen turnover and remodelling (104,105,189) and cell migration (190). 

MMP-9 activity seems to be more restricted. MMP-9 has been implicated in migration of 
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keratinocytes, and migration over the basement membrane of neutrophils and eosinophils 

(182). 

The stromelysins have a very broad substrate specificity. MMP-3 and MMP-10 have 

potent degrading capacity towards ECM proteins, but this could be partly mediated by the 

functional activation of pro-collagenases and pro-MMP-9. In excess present, stromelysins 

impaired keratinocyte migration (191,192). MMP-11 activity is mainly found in stromal cells 

and inactivates serpins (193-195). Its expression has been associated with cutaneous scarring 

(194). However, the observed scarring was observed in the presence of high numbers of 

inflammatory cells, and scarring itself is not necessarily associated with excess inflammation. 

The metallo-elastase (MMP-12) and matrilysin (MMP-7) both have the same substrate 

specificity as the stromelysins, but are also able to degrade elastin. Their expression seems to 

be restricted to a few cell types of which macrophages seem to be most relevant in wound 

healing (192,196). The membrane bound metalloproteinases seem to have an emerging role 

in the regulation of MMP activation and cell migration (190) and will be discussed later in 

paragraph 3.3.2. 

Of the metallo-carboxypeptidases CPM seems to be the most interesting for wound 

healing. It is bound to the plasma membrane with the active site outwards and has multiple 

substrates such as EGF, growth hormone, and complement factor C5a. The removal of the C-

terminal arginine of C5a abolishes the chemotactic activity of C5a (172). In addition, it has 

been suggested that the released arginine acts as a substrate for nitric oxide synthase in the 

generation of NO. Furthermore, it can be used as a marker of macrophage maturation (197). 

Other interesting membrane-bound proteases are adamalysin-related proteinases (ADAM) 

(reviewed in (198)). Although most of them are not yet described to have important functions 

during wound healing, a role for them in cell migration or protein shedding certainly seems 

likely. For example, the proteinase bone morphogenetic protein-1 (BMP-1 = procollagen C-

peptidase, 70 kDa isoform), ADAM 10 and ADAM 17 are able to release cell-bound TNF-a, and 

BMP-1 can activate latent TGF-ß's (184). Moreover, the procollagen-N- and -C-proteinases 

have other biological functions than only processing procollagens and also cleave the precursor 

forms of lysyl oxidase and laminin 5 (199). Another interesting intracellular protease is furin, 

a member of the subtilisin/kex2 endoproteases involved in the processing of precursor proteins. 

Furin is present in the membrane of the Golgi apparatus and has interesting substrates 

specificity, e.g., growth hormone, TGF-ßl, IGF-1, endothelin-1, several receptors for growth 

factors, MT1-MMP and MMP-11 (200). Its expression is upregulated by TGF-ßl (201). 

The activity of proteinases is physiologically regulated by compartmentalization, pH, 

inhibitory proteins, rate of synthesis, secretion and activation of pro-enzyme forms, and 

proteolytic degradation or targeting to endosomes and lysosomes via mannose-6-phosphate-

receptor pathway and by a2-macroglobulin/low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 

(202-204). The compartmentalization mediates limited degradation in the pericellular space 
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as evidenced by staining of the pericellular space by antibodies recognizing neo-epitopes on 

proteolytic degraded proteins. Furthermore, this is achieved by phagocytosis and lysosomal 

degradation. The inhibitory proteins can be divided in non-specific and specific inhibitors. Most 

non-specific inhibitors are abundantly present in serum and the extracellular space (205) and 

embody a2-macroglobulin, PAI-1 andPAI-2, ctl- and inhibitor oc2-anti-trypsin, complement-1-

inhibitor (CI-inhibitor), protease nexin I (206). They protect the tissue against excess 

proteolytic activity. The specific proteinases inhibitors comprise tissue-derived inhibitors of 

MMP's (TIMP-1 to -4), cystatins, and serpins. 

The TIMP proteins inhibit MMP's potently with a 1:1 stoichiometry. TIMP-1 inhibits 

most MMP's except MMP-2 and MT1-MMP. TIMP-2 also inhibits most MMPs except MMP-9. 

TIMP-3 is associated with the ECM and inhibits predominantly the collagenases and 

gelatinases. TIMP-4 is only recently discovered (180,182). The cystatins inhibit specifically the 

cysteine proteinases and are reviewed in (207,208). The serpins comprise most of the 

previously mentioned inhibitors present in the serum (209). An interesting aspect of PAI-1, 

inhibitor a 1-anti-trypsin, and anti-thrombin is the existence of a latent form, which only after 

conformational changes obtains inhibitory activity (209). PAI-1 expression is strongly induced 

by TGF-ßl (92) and inhibits both tPA and uPA. Strong PAI-2 expression was found in 

keratinocytes during wound healing and was correlated with keratinocyte proliferation and 

migration, and was downregulated in differentiating keratinocytes in an organotypic coculture 

system (210,211). The inhibitor a 1-anti-trypsin is an elastase inhibitor, protease nexin I 

inhibits thrombin, plasmin, uPA and tPA, and Cl-inhibitor inhibits complement activation 

(205,209). Notably, thrombospondin is a competitive inhibitor of elastase and cathepsin G 

(212). Other interesting inhibitory proteins are some members of the Trappin protein family, 

e.g., SKALP/Elafin. SKALP is expressed in activated and proliferating keratinocytes and 

protects against excess elastase activity (213-215). 

3. Cell adhesion and migration into the wound 

3.1 Cell-cell contacts and cell-ECM adhesions 

The adhesion molecules can be divided into several groups on the basis of structural 

features (Fibronectin-type III, Ig fold domains, etc.) and homophilic or heterophilic binding 

modes. The Cadherins and Ig family adhesion proteins (N-CAM, PECAM, VCAM) are 

predominantly homophilic, whereas integrins, and selectins (E-, L- and P-Selectin) (216) and 

other lectin family proteins are heterophilic. The Cadherins, integrins, and selectins are 

dependent on divalent cations for their ligand binding (216-218). During cell migration the 

interactions with ECM are mainly mediated by integrins, and adhesion molecules which 

interact with the ECM via their covalently finked glycosaminoglycan chains. Most integrins 

bind their ligand with a relatively low affinity and they appear to be designed to function 
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coordinately in focal adhesion and not so much individually. Integrin binding is controlled by 

the cells in a diverse manner; regulation of ligand affinity (outside-in signalling), up and 

downregulation of expression, targeted expression on the plasma membrane and expression 

of truncated isoforms missing the catalytic domain as found for the ß l integrin (219). In 

addition, adhesion sites and integrins are able to directly mediate signal transduction 

(220-222). 

The strong contacts between epithelial cells and the basement membrane are 

established by tight junctions, desmosomes and hemidesmosomes (reviewed in (2,9,223-226)). 

The cell-cell contacts between mesenchymal cells during wound healing are estabhshed by gap-

junctions, adherence junctions and single receptor interactions, the so called 'point' contacts. 

The gap-junctions are intercellular channels composed of six transmembrane connexin proteins 

forming a connexon that allows the diffusion of small molecules (< than lkDa, Ca2+, cAMP, 

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate (PIP2), and phosphatidylinositol-2,4,5-triphosphate 

(PIP3) (227,228). Adherence junctions are specialized forms of adhesive contacts based on 

Cadherin homophilic cell-cell contact sites. The adherence junctions are stabilised by 

interaction of Cadherin with the actin cytoskeleton. The bridging proteins involved are a - and 

ß-actinins, vinculin, pl20CAS and proteins of the ERM family (ezerin, radixin, moessin) (226). 

The adherence junctions also participate in signal transduction and/or are regulated by signal 

transducing molecules, since several signal transducers colocalize in these sites. An example 

is the phosphorylation of p 120CAS by c-Src kinase, which destabilizes adherence junctions (226). 

In addition, adherence junctions are important in the juxtacrine stimulation of neighbouring 

ceUs (229,230). 

Adhesions to the ECM are more dynamic and estabhshed by focal adhesions and point-

adhesion contacts. Specific integrins cluster into focal adhesions after ligand interaction like 

Cadherins in adherence junctions. Focal adhesions differ from point-contacts intracellularly by 

the anchoring to actin fibres instead of actin filaments and therefore focal adhesions mediate 

stronger cell-ECM adhesion (217). In the next paragraph the molecular architecture of focal 

adhesions and the signalling pathways involved will be discussed briefly. 

The ECM receptors which cluster in the focal adhesions are mainly integrins, although 

other receptor molecules might also interact with or be present in focal adhesion sites and 

stabilize and/or strengthen the adhesion with the ECM (218). The integrin receptors consist 

of an a and ß-subunit and the family includes more than 16 cc-subunits and 8 ß-subunits. Both 

chains are involved in ligand binding and hgand specificity. An accepted model for multiple 

integrin receptors is that the a-subunit inhibits the function of the cytoplasmic domain of the 

ß-subunit preventing binding of specific proteins intracellularly. This inhibition is relieved after 

ligand binding and initiates subsequent conformation changes in the 3D-structure of the 

receptors (221,231). The ßl-subunit binds directly to a-actinin and is likely to interact with 

focal adhesion kinase (FAK), which is constitutively bound to paxilin and talin. The binding 
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of FAK to ß-integrin results in FAK autophosporylation, binding of pl30CAS and exposure of a 

Src kinase homology (SH-2) binding site. The SH-2 site is recognized by c-Src kinase (and other 

Src-kinase family members), which phosphorylates FAK at other tyrosine localizations (see 

also figure 2 in paragraph 5.1). FAK can also bind via the SH-2 binding site to 

phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase (PI-3-K) and Grb-2 (reviewed in (218,222,232)). Possible 

effector functions of PI-3-K and Grb-2 will be discussed in paragraph 5.1. 

The proteins a-actinin, talin and paxilin in the focal adhesion sites are regulated by 

phosphorylation, and bind to vinculin and actin. Their actin binding activity initiates actin 

filament bundle formation. Other proteins with a yet unknown function located within focal 

adhesions, which bind to integrins or FAK or other focal adhesion proteins are reviewed in 

(218,232). Another interesting signal transducer and mediator of focal adhesion formation 

seems to be the small GTP-binding protein Rho (233,234). The effector function of Rho proteins 

in signal transduction are multiple and Rho activity is of importance in actin fibre formation 

and actin mediated contraction and cell migration (discussed in the next paragraph 3.2). 

Nevertheless, it has not been excluded that Rho is also involved in the regulation of 

phosphorylation of focal adhesion components. 

The mechanisms involved in focal adhesion disassembly are less well defined. The 

stability of focal adhesion sites is affected by agents stimulating actin depolymerization, which 

will also be discussed in relation to cell migration (paragraph 3.2.1). Focal adhesions could also 

disassembled in a rather drastic manner. Calpain II, a Ca2+ dependent protease and a 

substrate of c-Src, has been shown to be present in focal adhesion sites and is able to degrade 

talin and filamin (232). Dephosphorylation of FAK during cell detachment has also been 

observed and implies protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) activity. PDGF induces focal 

adhesion rearrangements and membrane ruffling and somewhat later the formation of stress 

fibres in fibroblast (84,235). The focal adhesion déstabilisation by PDGF could be mediated by 

the activation of the PDGF receptor bound phosphatase PTP-ID (218) and possibly by the 

regulation the Csk kinase, a member of the Src kinase family (236,237). Other interesting 

proteins able to interact with integrins are membrane tetraspanners molecules (TM4 proteins, 

e.g. CD9, CD63, CD81). TM4 proteins normally reside outside focal adhesion sites, and have 

been suggested to play a role in cell motility (218). These molecules might be involved in 

controlling integrin recruitment to adhesion sites. 

Focal adhesion sites are also involved in down stream intracellular signalling. Possible 

substrates for FAK phosphorylation are paxilin, tensin and p 130cas. Phosphorylated FAK itself 

is able to bind signal transducers, PI-3-K, GRAF (a GTPase inactivating protein), and 

phospholipase C (PLC)(218). FAK might also phosphorylate other not yet identified substrates 

since FAK activity has been found outside focal adhesions (222,238,239). The latter and the 

binding of signal transducers to FAK do suggest other roles for FAK than in adhesion 

regulation alone. Apart from FAK, integrins themselves could also be involved in signal 
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transduction. Several integrins have been implicated in direct activation of the MAP kinase 

pathway independent of FAK. Recently, an integrin linked kinase has been identified which 

is able to bind to integrin ß l to ß3. In addition, the activation of a SHP phosphatase bound to 

ß4 in hemidesmosome clearly demonstrates that integrins are directly involved in regulation 

of signal transduction pathways. The role of integrins in signal transduction is reviewed in 

(218,220,238). 

Cells also interact with the ECM by point adhesions. The adhesion molecules involved 

in these adhesions are integrins and membrane bound proteoglycans covalently linked to 

glycosaminoglycan chains. The integrins bind to multiple ECM molecules (reviewed in 

(221,240)). Since the focus of this review is cell migration and regeneration and remodelling 

of ECM, principally collagen, only the integrins able to bind to collagen will be discussed here. 

The integrins which are able to bind collagen are a l ß l , a 2 ß l and avß3. The avß3 integrin 

binds preferably to collagen in the denatured form and is expressed on fibroblasts in culture 

(241,242). In vivo, a function of this integrin in relation to fibroblast migration on collagen or 

collagen phagocytosis has still to be proven. In addition, its affinity for vitronectin is much 

higher than for collagen (242). The a l ß l and a2ß l receptors also do not bind exclusively to 

collagen, but for example also to laminin (243). The basis for this specificity is not dependent 

on variations in the primary sequence, but more on conformational changes induced by the ß l 

subunit, and the cellular environment (221,244). The a l ß l , and especially the a 2 ß l integrin 

have been implicated in collagen phagocytosis (245-247). Surprisingly, in normal skin the 

expression level of a 2 ß l on fibroblasts is weak when compared to other cells e.g. keratinocytes 

(248). Since collagens are the main components of the dermis and collagen turnover is 

regulated by fibroblasts, it is likely that other receptors could be involved. Indeed, recently, two 

new collagen receptors were identified, DDR1 and DDR2. Although they are expressed by 

multiple cells, expression of these receptors on fibroblasts in the skin has notyet been reported. 

The receptors, tyrosine kinases, are activated by different types of fibrillar collagen, and it 

appears that the triple helix structure is important for recognition (249). Other cellular 

interactions with collagen bundles are mediated indirectly by proteins interacting or integrated 

in the collagen fibres. These interactions often involve glycosaminoglycan-protein interactions. 

Two adhesion molecules which are expressed at high levels on multiple cell types and mediate 

cell-ECM contacts in which the attached glycosaminoglycan chains are important, are CD44 

and syndecans. 

CD44 is a transmembrane glycoprotein with variable N - and O-linked glycolysations 

and covalently linked to variable chains of chondroitin and heparan sulphate. The 

glycosaminoglycan moiety is responsible for the interaction with HA, but CD44 is also able to 

bind to fibronectin, laminin, and other glycosaminoglycans. CD44-H (sCD44) is the isoform 

without exons, but CD44 can also be expressed with the inclusion of a multitude of 

combinations of the seven exons. One CD44 isoform mediates cell migration on HA, CD44-M 
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(vCD44), and contains the exons v4 to v7. How this splicing is regulated is still unknown 

(250-252). CD44 is linked to the cytoskeleton via ankyrin or the ERM proteins. 

Phosphorylation of the cytoplasmatic tail interferes with actin binding and fibroblast 

migration, but not with HA interaction (253,254). CD44 is not the sole receptor which can bind 

to HA. Cells can also interact indirectly with HA through versican, an ECM chondroitin 

sulphate proteoglycan which binds to HA (15) 

Other types of transmembrane proteoglycans are the syndecans. Syndecan-1 to -4 have 

multiple heparan sulphate side chains attached to the core protein. The syndecans are able to 

oligomerize (cluster) and can associate with the cytoskeleton. Syndecans mediate cell-cell and 

cell-ECM adhesions solely via their heparan sulphate chains. In cell-ECM interaction, they act 

as co-receptor for integrins, adhesion molecules of the Ig superfamily and selectins and bind 

to fibronectin, laminin, collagens, thrombospondin and tenascin. The functions in which 

syndecans are implicated are rather diverse. Apart from a stimulating activity in receptor 

clustering and promoting strength of adhesion sites, they can also bind multiple heparan 

binding growth factors (HB-EGF, HGF, PDGF, VEGF, FGF family members and growth factor 

binding proteins IGF-binding protein-3 and TGF-ß binding protein, (Chapter 15 in (21)). For 

certain growth factors, it has been reported that syndecans act as a cofactor promoting growth 

factor binding to their receptor. This effect is most apparent at submaximal concentrations of 

the growth factor and disappears at higher concentrations. For FGF-1 and FGF-2, there is 

evidence that heparan binding of the growth factor is necessary to promote receptor 

dimerization and tyrosine kinase activation (255). Syndecans also have been implicated in the 

internalization and subsequent degradation of bound proteins. Furthermore, cell activation can 

lead to membrane shedding of syndecans, which is probably mediated by membrane bound 

MMP proteolytic cleavage (230,256,257). The implications of these phenomena in cell 

migration will be discussed in paragraph 3.2.2. Alternatively, it has been shown that the 

released syndecans could be able to inactivate soluble growth factors and serine protease 

activity (e.g. cathepsin G, elastase). The inactivation of growth factors was reversed by 

degradation of heparan sulphate by heparanase, which liberates the active growth factor again 

(258,259) 

3.2 Cell migration 

Cell migration is a very typical process, and the understanding of cell motility 

regulation has progressed rapidly in the past few years. Directed cell migration is dependent 

on a stimulus (e.g. chemotactic signal) and ligands which can provide traction. The process of 

translocation and the tight regulation of cell membrane movement (protrusion), actin 

cytoskeleton and focal adhesion sites rearrangements, cell detachment and retraction has 

revealed interesting regulatory mechanisms. However, how the cell coordinates these 

mechanisms is still very unclear. Studying cell migration, one should not forget that cell 
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migration is often accompanied by cell division (260). Cell membrane movement (protrusion) 

and the regulation of actin cytoskeleton changes in relation to cell migration will be discussed 

in the next paragraph 3.2.1 and the role of membrane receptors and proteolysis in cell 

migration will be briefly described in paragraph 3.2.2. 

3.2.1 Intracellular changes during cell migration 

The cell has two options upon adherence to a surface, it can become immobilized or use 

the surface to migrate. The outcome seems to be dependent for a large part on the strength of 

adhesion. This was nicely illustrated by experiments in which integrin receptor a 5 ß l 

overexpression and enhanced deposition of fihronectin reduced cell migration (39,261,262). 

Importantly, cell-cell contacts also seem to impair migration by the rapid formation of actin 

bundles at the contact areas generating stronger adhesions (217). Cell motility is linked to 

changes in the actin cytoskeleton. Typical morphological events observed in migrating 

fibroblasts are membrane ruffling and the formation of lamelhpodia at the leading tip of the 

cell. The actin cytoskeleton consists of polymerized actin (F-actin), which is in equilibrium with 

unpolymerized actin, G-actin. Actin binding proteins e.g. cc-actinin, profilin, filamin, gelsolin 

and radixin, are involved in promoting filament formation, branching, protein linking and the 

connection to the cell membrane. When actin filaments form contractile bundles, called actin 

fibres or stress fibres, myosin II proteins are integrated in the fibres. They hydrolyse ATP and 

translocate along the actin fibres generating the traction forces. Some myosin I subtypes are 

able to integrate in the plasma membrane. They have been observed in lamelhpodia and could 

directly mediate membrane protrusion (263,264). 

In lamelhpodia, actin filaments are elongated, capped and/or nucleated. Cells having 

higher contents of capping proteins appear to move faster and the activity of actin 

depolymerizing factor (Cofihn/ADF) also correlates to actin based motility. The latter is 

important for the generation of a pool of free G-actin (265). Another actin binding protein, 

gelsolin, is involved in severing actin (cutting), regulation of capping and filament assembly 

of nucleated actin. Gelsolin activity is regulated by Ca2+ (+) and PIP2 (-) and has been found 

to be present in lamelhpodia, focal adhesion sites and podosomes of fibroblasts (232,266). The 

severing activity of gelsolin has been related to fibroblasts migration (267). The forces 

necessary for protrusion are likely to be generated both by actin polymerization itself and/or 

by myosin I motor-driven membrane movement (260,263). 

Traction forces are a necessary component of migration and move the cell body 

forwards. The requirements of energy (ATP) and the locahzation distant from lamelhpodia are 

important secondary conditions. Agents that increase intracellular cAMP levels depleting the 

cell from ATP have been shown to interfere with cell migration, attachment, and can even 

induce cell rounding (268). The traction forces are generated by actin fibres bound to the cell 

membrane in focal adhesion sites. The signals from outside the cell involved in actin 
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cytoskeleton changes and actin mediated contraction are mediated by the small G-proteins of 

the Rho family, Rho, Rac and Cdc42 GTPases. The other smaU G-protein family members are: 

Ras GTPases (mediate mitogenic signal transduction (269)), Rab, Arf, Sar i , and Ran GTPases 

( involved in nuclear transport and membrane vesicle trafficking (270,271)). The members of 

the Rho small G-protein family are activated by GDP/GTP exchange proteins (GEPs). The 

activity of GEP proteins is negatively controlled by Rho-GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) and 

positively by GTPase activating proteins (GAPs). 

The small G protein Rho regulates cytoskeleton organization and actin contractility, 

whereas Rac mediates membrane ruffling and lamellipodia formation and Cdc42 induces 

filopodia (reviewed in (84,272-274)). The activation of Rac (within minutes) is often 

accompanied by Rho activation, but as a later response (20-30 min) (84). Rho directly interacts 

with pl60ROCK (or its isoform ROCKa), which inhibits myosin-light chain phosphatase by 

phosphorylation, stimulating actin contractility (275,276). P140mDIA is another Rho-binding 

protein which can bind to profilin and might be involved in profilin accumulation in the plasma 

membrane. Profilin is involved in actin polymerization (233,277). Rho also is involved in actin 

anchoring to point contacts, like CD44, via the GDI binding protein and the ERM proteins 

(reviewed in (234)). Other proteins which have been reported to interact with Rho are protein 

kinase N (PKN), and PI-4P-5K (269,278). In non-adherent cells, there is a dramatic decrease 

in the level of PIP2 (269). Adhesion dependent synthesis of PIP2 by PI-4P-5K is positively 

regulated by Rac and Rho. PIP2 is an important cofactor for several enzymes and actin binding 

proteins containing a plextrin homology (PH) domain at the C-terminus (e.g. gelsolin, vinculin). 

PKN inhibits intrinsic and GAP-stimulated GTPase activity of Rho. PKN binds and 

phosphorylates a-actinin (for which it requires PIP2), vimentin, and glial fibrillary acidic 

protein (GFAP) (279,280). These proteins all associate with actin polymerization and anchoring 

of actin in focal adhesion sites. Furthermore, PKN regulates gene transcription by nuclear 

translocation and interaction with transcription factors, e.g., PCD17 (281,282). 

Rac and Cdc42 can also interact with PI-3-K, which utilizes PIP2 to generate PIP3 (see 

also paragraph 5.1 and figure 2). Rac induced membrane ruffling is mediated by its 

downstream effector POR1 (283). Prior to the formation of filopodia, focal adhesions and actin 

fibres are disrupted. Cdc42 has been implicated in these rearrangements, but down stream 

effectors have not yet been identified. Notably, Cdc42 also has been linked upstream to the Rac 

induced formation of lamellipodia. Some studies suggested a role of p21(Cdc41/Rac)-activated 

kinases (PAK) in the regulation of actin and focal adhesion disassembly (84,272). In addition, 

Rac and Cdc42 stimulate the stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK) pathway through the 

activation of PAK (284). Interestingly, Ras activation is also implicated in the activation of 

both Cdc42 and Rac via Ral sG-proteins, but not in Rho activation (285) (for a schematic 

presentation of these signal pathways see figure 2). 

During cell traction, the adhesion sites at the front of the cell should be stronger than 
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those at the tail in order to move the cell body forwards. Detachment or rear release 

contributes to the speed of migration (264). Migrating fibroblasts did leave a track behind of 

membrane ripped integrins. The other fraction of rear integrins re-appear in endocytic vesicles 

that accumulate in the perinuclear region (217). In migrating neutrophils, the avß3 receptors 

is recycling to the leading front in a calcium and PTP-2B dependent manner (286). This also 

implicates important functions for the other cytoskeleton elements in cell migration, e.g. vesicle 

trafficking is regulated by microtubuli. 

3.2.2 Plasma membrane receptors involved in cell migration 

Outside the cell other processes also regulate cell migration and ECM invasion. 

Migration is stimulated by shedding of adhesion molecules, which decreases ECM-adhesion 

interactions. Cellular ECM invasion is mediated by membrane located proteolysis. To illustrate 

this the role of the uPA receptor (uPAE, CD87) and MT-MMPs in cell migration will be 

discussed briefly. 

The uPA binds to uPAR, whereas tPA can bind to annexin II potentiating the enzyme 

activity. They both cleave plasminogen to form plasmin, which not only degrades multiple 

ECM proteins but also is involved in the activation of growth factors bound to the cell surface, 

like TNF-, HB-EGF and latent TGF-ß's. A role of plasmin in cell migration has been clearly 

established since wounds in the plasminogen knock-out mice, keratinocytes were incapable to 

degrade fibrin and close the wound (287). PAI-1 seems to play a key role in regulating uPAR-

uPA activity and uPA mediated cell migration. PAI-1 binding to uPAR-uPA receptor stimulates 

the internalization and degradation of uPA-PAI-1 complexes by the a2-macroglobulin receptor 

(also called LDL-receptor related protein) (203,204). PAI-1 also binds to vitronectin preventing 

binding of the avß3 and avß5 integrins to vitronectin. This effect was more specific for the 

active form of PAI than for the latent or the cleaved form of PAI-1. uPAR-uPA binding to PAI-

1-vitronectin inhibits uPA activity and uPAR-uPA receptor internalization and increased cell-

ECM adhesion and inhibits migration of fibroblastic and smooth muscle cells (reviewed in 

(288-291)). 

The shedding of adhesion molecules (L-Selectin and syndecan) occurs within minutes 

after cell activation and seems to be mediated by the activation of MT-MMPs (230). In 

addition, the MT-MMP's also bind TIMP-2 and TIMP-2 binds pro-MMP-2, thus resulting in the 

activation of cell-bound MMP-2, which mediates tissue invasion (184,190). Pro-MT-MMPs are 

activated intracellularly by furin or extracellularly by plasmin (184). 

Migration on HA is mediated by the Receptor for HA Mediated Motility (RHAMM ) 

(252,292). Its affinity for HA is lower than that of CD44 and the receptor has tyrosine kinase 

activity which is required for RHAMM mediated migration on HA. The receptor is linked to 

signal transducers c-Src kinase and activates MAPK signal pathway (293,294). TGF-ßl 

upregulates RHAMM expression and stimulates tumour cell migration on HA (295). 
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3.3 Granulocytes early in wound healing 

In large wounds, the fibrin clot size becomes more important and more blood cells will 

be trapped in the clot. The accumulation of waste products, lack of oxygen supply, and 

increased proteolysis, does not seem to favour cell survival and proliferation in this hostile 

environment. The main function of the trapped cells is probably the attraction of cells into the 

fibrin clot and the stimulation of fibrinolysis. 

Blood leukocytes consists of 60-70% granulocytes of which 90% are neutrophils, making 

it the obvious granulocyte to be most involved in early wound healing. The emigration or 

diapedesis of neutrophils over the vascular cell walls into the wound seems to be largely 

dependent on the expression and binding of CD11/CD18 integrin to ICAM-1 and binding of 

in tegr ina4ßl to VCAM-1 (296,297). The quiescent neutrophils are primed during withdrawal 

from the blood circulation by ATP, PF4 (298), PAF, lipopolysacharides, L-selectin and CD 18 

cross-links (reviewed in (299)). At the site of injury their primary function is the phagocytosis 

of injurious agents and protection against bacterial infections. Their priming is in this respect 

important since it also increases the intensity of respiratory burst, facihtates degranulation 

and stimulates de novo protein synthesis. 

Neutrophils contain 4 different types of granules: azurophil, specific, and gelatinase 

granules and secretory vesicles. The azurophil granules contain multiple antimicrobial 

effectors, and fusion and degranulation is triggered by specific receptor interactions (300,301). 

The specific granules contain e.g. cathepsin G, elastase, collagenase (MMP-8), gelatinases, 

heparanases, lysozyme, myeloperoxidase, proteinase-3, uPA and azurocidin. The gelatinase 

granules contain e.g. gelatinases, uPA, lysozyme, and ß-microglobulin (302-305). The specific 

and gelatinase granules are implicated in neutrophil migration across the basement membrane 

into the underlying connective tissue. In the membrane of the granules multiple membrane 

bound adhesion proteins and enzymes are also present (reviewed in (304,306)). The secretory 

vesicles contain plasma proteins and membrane anchored alkaline-phosphatases and ß2-

integrins. Secretory vesicles are mobilized after endothelial cell receptor contact (P-selectins) 

and transform the neutrophil into an integrin ß2 positive cell (304). Their granules do not seem 

to contain pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines or eicosanoids. Nevertheless, neutrophils 

are known producers of IL-1, TNF-ot, chemokines IL-8, GRO-a -y, and eicosanoids 5-HETE, 

leukotrines, and PGE-2, but apparently this requires de novo protein synthesis and/or enzyme 

activation (129,178,307,308). This implies that neutrophil activation and functions are 

regulated by receptors and their control of intracellular signal pathways. 

3.4 Monocyte infiltration and macrophage maturation 

The monocytes in the blood stream are evolved from monoblasts-promonocytes precursor cells. 

The migration into tissue in general induces monocyte maturation into macrophages. 

Monocytes differentiate into at least three macrophage subtypes with different phenotypes and 
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different functions characterised as secretory, cytocidal, and antigen presenting (309-311). 

Monocytes are attracted to the wound bed by eicosanoids, chemokines, growth factors, 

fMLP and other bacteria derived products, and ECM degradation products. The eicosanoids 

and chemokines will first act at damaged vessel endings, where active platelets and 

granulocytes have generated PF4, PBP, NAP2, 5-HETE, LTB4, and PGE2. They stimulate 

monocyte emigration and maturation. In addition, the monocyte migration is strongly 

stimulated by PDGF and TGF-ß's. Notably, macrophages can not respond as well as monocytes 

to PDGF because on macrophages the PDGF receptors are downregulated (312). TGF-ß, in 

contrast, is a chemoattractant at femtomolar concentrations for monocytes and macrophages. 

At higher concentrations (picomolar), it induces the expression of cytokines, IL- l a and ß, T N F -

a, PDGF-BB, and FGF-2 (313-315). TGF-ß is furthermore involved in regulation of 

differentiation. In activated macrophages, TGF-ß suppresses the respiratory burst capacity. 

LPS, however, downregulates on macrophages the TGF-ß receptor levels, desensitising the cell 

for TGF-ß activity (94). ECM proteins (collagens) and breakdown products of collagen, elastin 

and fibronectin are chemotactic for monocytes (316-318) and are probably generated by 

neutrophil secreted proteases. 

Macrophages are essential in wound repair. Depletion studies showed a severe 

retardation of tissue debridement and ingrowth of cells (319). In general, macrophages are 

potent producers of cytokines, eicosanoids, chemokines and proteolytic enzymes in comparison 

to other cells (309), and their prolonged presence during tissue regeneration suggests a central 

regulatory role for macrophages during wound repair. The growth factors produced in large 

amounts by macrophages are TNF-oc, IL-1, IL-6, PDGF, and TGF-ß, substantial amounts of 

FGF-1 and -2, TGF-a, IFN-a, and to a certain degree HB-EGF and IGF-I (Chapter 3 in (21)). 

The role of chemokines in the recruitment of more monocytes, and the selective attraction of 

lymphocytes, e.g. T cell subsets, B cells, and other granulocytes were reviewed in 

(153,157,319). Most proteolytic enzymes expressed by macrophages are summarised and 

described in paragraph 2.3.4. Interestingly, during monocyte maturation the activity of the 

serine proteases cathepsin G and elastase diminishes (320). Furthermore, it has been 

demonstrated that macrophages also can acidify their immediate local environment (321), 

which has implications for cathepsin mediated ECM degradation and growth factor activation 

(latent TGF-ß's). The involvement and role of macrophages during ECM remodelling and 

mechanisms involved in the clearance of macrophages (e.g. by apoptosis) are still very obscure. 

3.5 Vascular structures and angiogenesis 

The new formation of vascular structures is called angiogenesis and is characterized by 

the migration and proliferation of endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells and pericytes. In 

response to vessel damage endothelial cells will alter receptor expression for growth factors, 

cell-cell contacts and cell-ECM contacts. Secondly, they will produce blood clotting cofactors, 
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proteolytic enzymes and express de novo integrins mediating migration. The cell migration and 

direction of migration is depending on the balance of angiogenic and anti-angiogenic signals 

and the presence of a concentration gradient guiding the direction of migration. 

After wounding, there is a delay of several days in granulation tissue formation and 

neovascularisation (322,323). Neovascularisation seems to be stimulated by macrophages 

forming the leading front of the cells infiltrating into the wound area. Vessel growth is directed 

to the hypoxia areas. In the excess of multiple metabolites, the increased presence of e.g. C02 , 

biogenic amines, the redox environment and lactate are suggested to directly attract 

endothelial cells or modulate macrophage function into the production of angiogenic stimuli 

(324,325). Cell shape is correlated to cell growth and modulates differentiation (326), a 

phenomenon which seems to be especially important in angiogenesis. An increase in cell-ECM 

contacts and resistance to cell tractional forces was shown to be directly related to endothelial 

cell growth and tube formation (327). In this respect anti-adhesive proteins, i.e. secreted 

protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC, osteonectin), thrombospondin and tenascin, present 

in the granulation tissue during early wound healing (5,328,329) could be important regulators 

of vessel morphogenesis. They could provide an ECM which does not anchor the endothelial 

cells too tightly and facilitates morphogenetic changes associated with capillary tube 

formation. Angiogenesis furthermore seems to be dependent on activation of protein kinase C 

(PKC) and is inhibited by cAMP inducing factors (330). 

The immediate changes in endothelial cells after wounding are association with blood 

coagulation, binding of blood cells and cell diapedesis (described in previous paragraphs). On 

the cellular level several adhesion receptors are upregulated, e.g., ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and -2, 

E-selectin and PECAM. Furthermore, tight junctions and adherence junctions are disrupted 

(reviewed in (331-333)). The endothelial cell migration seems to be mediated by specific 

integrins, ccvß3 and ctvß5, only present at the leading tip of capillary sprouts (207,334-336). 

Although these integrins recognize other ECM molecules, the ligand involved in endothelial 

migration seems to be vitronectin. Interesting is the observation in models of angiogenesis 

using cornea and the chorioallantoic membrane that the ccvßö dependent migration is PKC 

dependent (VEGF, TGF-a), whereas the avß3 mediated angiogenesis, stimulated by TNF-a 

and FGF-2, is not (336). Whether these receptors are also involved in fibroblast migration on 

vitronectin in vivo remains to be established, but in culture fibroblasts express functional avß3 

and avß5 receptors (242). Furthermore, the membrane bound MT-MMP's and uPAR-uPA-

plasmin binding are actively involved in endothelial migration (see paragraph 3.2.2). 

The investigations on angiogenic factors are often difficult to interpret. Many factors 

mainly stimulate endothelial cell proliferation or induce the expression of angiogenic factors. 

Secondly, they are often tested for Chemotaxis in the absence of appropriate ECM substratum 

and in the absence of smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. In addition, in vivo often 

concentrations are used of which it is doubtful if these are physiologically relevant 
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concentrations. An example is a study with TGF-ß using the disc angiogenic system and 

subcutaneous injections with TGF-ß 1 where the authors had to use dosages of more than 1 mg 

active TGF-ßl before a stimulation of angiogenesis was observed (337,338). Angiogenic and 

anti-angiogenic factors have been reviewed extensively elsewhere (339-341). The most relevant 

and interesting growth factors for wound healing are probably VEGF, and FGF-1 and -2. 

VEGF is interesting since it is predominantly synthesized by epithelium (342), whereas FGF's 

are produced by multiple cells. Interestingly, some ECM proteins supporting angiogenesis, 

inhibited it when they were degraded. Breakdown of thrombospondin-1 and SPARC, two 

known mediators in angiogenesis with agonist and anti-agonist properties, resulted in the 

generation of protein fragments with anti-angiogenic properties (reviewed in (328,343)). 

Furthermore, a plasminogen fragment, angiostatin, also inhibited vessel growth by inhibiting 

endothelial cell proliferation (344). Angiogenesis is inhibited by multiple other mechanisms, 

e.g., downregulation of endothelial receptors, secretion of anti-angiogenic proteins, receptor-

signalling interfering with cytoskeletal reorganisations involved in cell stretching and 

migration, inhibition of proteolytic enzymes and interaction with specific ECM proteins. The 

ECM synthesized and deposited behind the migrating tip of the vessels comprises multiple 

basement membrane proteins, e.g. laminin-1, collagen type IV, heparan sulphate 

proteoglycans, and nidogen. The interaction of endothelial and smooth muscle cells with these 

proteins by specific integrins initiates the neo-formation of the basement membrane structure 

and modulates endothelial and smooth muscle cell differentiation (345). 

3.6 Fibroblasts in the granulation tissue 

Fibroblasts are attracted to the wound-bed from the wound surroundings. In larger 

wounds, they mainly infiltrate from the underlying subcutaneous fat (346). The infiltration of 

fibroblasts seems to be a combined effect of migration and proliferation. In full-thickness 

wounds, migrating and proliferating fibroblasts are found until deep in the subcutaneous fat 

suggesting that alterations in the underlying tissue homeostasis and signals from the wound 

bed penetrate deep in the underlying tissue. The fibroblasts in the underlying tissue first s tart 

to proliferate and only start to migrate into the fibrin clot 3 days after wounding (323,347). 

This delay is dependent on the presence of stimulating signals and seems independent of 

maturation of the ECM in the fibrin clot (322). Moreover, the migration and formation of 

granulation tissue was accelerated by the continuing presence of stimulating signals (323). 

During the fibroblasts migration and proliferation, synthesized ECM proteins accumulate. 

After approximately 7 days the fibroblasts switch to a myofibroblast phenotype and will s tart 

to remodel the ECM. The time point of the switch from fibroblasts into myofibroblasts seems 

in large to be dependent on the extent to which the wound resists to contraction (348,349). The 

general hypothesis is that as contraction proceeds and resistence increases, fibroblasts and 

their actin cytoskeleton organize along the lines of greatest resistence promoting fibroblast 
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differentiation into myofibroblasts (348,350). Additional evidence for this hypothesis comes 

from a study which showed that scarring in adult tissue is significantly influenced by 

stretching and tensile forces (351). Relevant to mention is evidence from in vitro collagen gel 

contraction studies showing that gel contraction also occurred due to motile activity of 

fibroblasts trying to migrate through the floating gels. This so called 'traction remodelling' 

contraction occurred without fibroblast differentiation into myofibroblasts (352,353). 

Apparently, migrating fibroblasts already generate some of the tensile forces necessary to 

initiate tissue contraction. The differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts and the factors 

involved are reviewed in paragraph 4.2. 

An interesting phenomenon is observed with the healing of deep burns. The surgical 

removal of eschar of deep burns often results in a wound bed with dermal remnants and fat 

protruding into the wound bed. The subsequent granulation tissue formation is mainly formed 

from subcutaneous tissue whereas the viable dermis remains relatively inactive. This rapid 

granulation tissue formation is associated with severe scar formation if re-epithelialization is 

slow (34). Apparently, the dermis contains substances which inhibit fibroblast migration, 

proliferation , and granulation tissue formation (354). 

Apart from the surrounding tissues, a new origin of fibroblasts has been identified. 

These fibroblasts originate from the blood stream and are called fibrocytes. They are 

characterized by a specific phenotype and are positive for several immunological membrane 

marker (CD45, CD80, MHC-II). Although they readily infiltrate into injured sites and 

synthesize ECM molecules, it is more likely that fibrocytes primarily mediate inflammatory 

responses (355-358). It is unlikely that they will contribute substantially to the tissue 

regeneration process in normal healing wounds, since they are present in the blood circulation 

in very low numbers and have to cross the endothelial-basement membrane barrier. 

The cellularity and density of myofibroblasts in the granulation tissue decreases due 

to apoptosis (359), and the signals leading to apoptosis are currently investigated (360,361). 

Notably, apoptosis was stimulated by covering granulation tissue by a vascularised skin flap 

(362). The latter not only indicates that tissue physiology is an important factor in the 

regulation of granulation tissue formation, but also shows that wound coverage or 

epithelialization is an essential component to achieve tissue homeostasis and downregulation 

of excessive granulation tissue formation. 

4. The role of the fibroblasts in wound healing 

4.1 Fibroblast heterogeneity 

Several outstanding reviews have investigated and identified functional heterogeneity 

within fibroblast populations (363-366). These functional differences were characterized by the 

capacity of synthesizing different amounts of ECM molecules, differences in growth rates and 
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capacity of contracting collagen gels. The absence of markers to study fibroblast lineages and 

the apparent instability of some phenotypes in culture has made it difficult to study functional 

diversity of fibroblast populations in vitro and in vivo. Most evidence of the existence of 

functionally different fibroblasts is based on biochemical properties of fibroblasts isolated from 

highly specialized anatomical sites, e.g., periodontal ligament, ovarian follicles, and intestinal 

mucosa. Heterogeneity within one specialized tissue has also been observed and when studying 

fibroblast populations in culture one should be aware of this. In addition, the isolation and 

culture procedures could also favour the selection of certain fibroblast populations and 

therefore not be representative for the in vivo situation. For example, in the dermis fibroblasts 

derived from the reticular or papillary layers showed differences in growth potential (367), 

indicating the existence of different fibroblast subpopulations. This could however also be 

related to presence of stem or progenitor cells, which were observed to be enriched in locations 

adjacent to blood vessels in periodontal hgament of mice (368) and to be present in gingiva of 

hamsters (369). Interestingly, at different anatomical sites during tissue inflammation 

fibroblasts are also described as antigen presenting cells and could be identified by the 

expression of class II MHC and ICAM-1 molecules (141,365,370-372). One of the best 

characterized fibroblast differentiation phenotypes is that of the myofibroblasts and this will 

be discussed in the next paragraph. 

4.2 Fibroblast differentiation into myofibroblasts 

The ability of fibroblasts in the granulation tissue to differentiate into myofibroblasts 

is not only seen as the start of wound contraction but is also the cause of scar formation, 

contractures and hypertrophy. The myofibroblasts are morphologically similar to smooth 

muscle cells and are characterized by actin stress fibres linked to gap junctions (cell-cell) and 

fibronexus junctions (focal adhesions, cell-ECM), enlarged endoplasmatic reticulum, and 

indented nuclei (373). In the stress fibres often a-smooth muscle actin is co-localized. The 

latter leads to confusion, since in vivo a-smooth muscle actin positive fibroblasts are most 

certainly myofibroblasts, but fibroblasts negative for a-smooth muscle actin but positive for 

the other myofibroblast characteristics should also be considered as myofibroblasts. The origin 

of myofibroblasts, theoretically, can be from pericytes, smooth muscle cells or fibroblasts. In 

general, they are derived from fibroblasts, but in some skin diseases they also seem to be 

derived from smooth muscle cells and/or pericytes (363). 

In culture, myofibroblasts are characterized by slower growth rates, presence of stress 

fibres, and a larger and stellate cell morphology. In comparison, fibroblasts have higher growth 

rates and a spindle shape cell morphology with predominant filamentous actin (350,374,375). 

Since myofibroblasts are larger than fibroblasts, the total intracellular actin can be used as 

marker (374). However, the total intracellular actin concentration does not seem to be related 

to the rate of collagen contraction. In several fibroblast cell lines from periodontal ligament and 
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gingiva in which a percentage of cells constitutively expressed a-smooth muscle actin, the rate 

of collagen gel contraction correlated with the amount of a-smooth muscle actin immuno-

reactivity, but not with that of total actin (376). In addition, this study also demonstrated the 

presence of pools of free a-smooth muscle actin molecules within the (myo)fibroblasts. 

The myofibroblasts isolated from granulation tissue are likely to be contaminated with 

fibroblasts. Due to their reduced growth rates, it is likely that the myofibroblasts will be 

overgrown by the other fibroblasts, and this probably contributes to the observed instability 

of the myofibroblast phenotype in culture (377). In addition, the cloning of a fibroblast 

population with a certain percentage of a-smooth muscle actin positive fibroblasts never 

succeeded in generating fibroblast clones which were 100% positive or negative for a-smooth 

muscle actin (112). 

The cell-cell contacts, adherence junctions and gap-junctions, observed in vivo between 

myofibroblasts and fibroblasts might also contribute to the formation of a contractile 

granulation tissue and the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts. So far only 

circumstantial evidence is pointing in this direction. GAP junctions have been shown to be 

functionally active in cultured fibroblasts and myofibroblasts (378) and it is likely that the cells 

in the contractile granulation tissue communicate in a similar fashion. During early gestation 

wound healing in embryos showed that epidermal wound closure was achieved by an actin 

purse-string strongly interconnecting the keratinocytes via tight junctions and adherence 

junctions. This actin purse-string contracted and provided forces to draw the epithelium across 

the wound bed. This phenomenon demonstrates the existence of cooperation between cells in 

generating contractile forces. Interestingly, in the same embryo wound model in somewhat 

larger wounds, contraction of the mesenchymal tissue was also observed and contributed to 

wound closure. This contraction did not require the conversion of fibroblasts into a-smooth 

muscle actin positive myofibroblasts (reviewed in (379)). In full-thickness porcine wounds, a 

reduction in the total numbers of infiltrating fibroblasts was accompanied by a lower 

percentage of a-smooth muscle actin positive myofibroblasts and less wound contraction 

(380,381), which also indicated that cell density in the granulation tissue is an important factor 

in the formation of myofibroblasts. In contrast to this is the observation that fibroblasts 

isolated form cornea differentiate in vitro into myofibroblasts when seeded at low cell densities 

(382). In this study, it could however not be excluded that the isolated fibroblasts were for a 

large part smooth muscle cell progenitor cells and dedifferentiated smooth muscle cells. 

The differentiation of myofibroblasts in vivo and in vitro could also be induced by some 

mediators. These factors are heparin, TGF-ß isoforms, and endothelin-1 (383-386). 

The effect of heparin on fibroblasts could be direct or indirect since heparin is able to 

bind growth factors and potentiate their activity or inhibit it. The effect of TGF-ß's is more 

direct and probably mediated by the TGF-ß-receptors. The a-smooth muscle actin promoter 

does contain a specific TGF-ß control element (TCE), which acts in synergy with two CarG 
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elements (387). The signal transduction pathways activated by TGF-ß in the cell are the 

TAKl-p38 kinase pathway and the pathway mediated by SMAD proteins (described in detail 

in paragraph 5.2 ). SMAD proteins are able to interact with specific DNA sequences and it will 

be interesting to see if these SMAD proteins also interact with promoter sequences of the oc-

smooth muscle actin gene. Differences among the three TGF-ß isoforms seem to exist in vivo. 

In the ra t subcutis, TGF-ßl and 2 both increased significantly the number of a-smooth muscle 

actin positive myofibroblasts, whereas the TGF-B3 only moderately increased the number of 

a-smooth muscle actin positive fibroblasts. In vitro, however, the activity of the TGF-ß 

isoforms was comparable (383). Differences between the TGF-ß isoforms in vivo is supported 

by data obtained with neutralizing antibodies and exogenous application of TGF-ß isoforms 

to incisional wounds in the control of scar formation (106,388). Positive effects on scar 

formation were shown with the administration of TGF-B3 and neutralizing antibodies against 

TGF-ßl and ß2 isoforms. It is noteworthy to mention that TGF-ß's induced the expression of 

a-smooth muscle actin in a percentage of cultured subcutaneous fibroblasts (383), which 

supports the existence of fibroblast subpopulations. 

TGF-ß might also indirectly stimulate the formation of myofibroblasts by altering 

integrin expression and stimulating the synthesis of cellular fibronectin by fibroblasts. In 

wounds, TGF-ßl induces the deposition of cellular fibronectin containing the ED-A domain 

which precedes the fibroblast differentiation into a-smooth muscle actin positive fibroblasts. 

ED-A fibronectin alone was also able to mimic TGF-ß effects on a-smooth muscle actin 

expression, whereas exogenous antibodies against the fibronectin ED-A domain and rec-

fibronectin-ED-A domain protein were able to reverse the TGF-ß effects (389). 

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) also induced myofibroblasts differentiation in vivo. The ET family 

consists of three endothelins, ET-1 to ET-3, are synthesized as preproform and secreted in the 

preform (big-ET). ET are activated by carboxypeptidase activity to generate the active form 

(suggested to be a membrane bound MMP). Three receptors have been identified, ETA, ETB and 

ETC, being seven TM receptor coupled to G-proteins (Gq,Gs and/or Gi). ET-1 activates calcium 

influx, PLC-ß isoform, PLD, PKC, MAPK signal pathway and Rho, which is involved in actin 

contractibility (390,391). Fibroblasts seem to express mainly the ETA and ETB receptors and 

are capable of producing ET in culture (392-394). IFN-ß also has been shown to induce ET-1 

expression in fibroblasts, especially at high fibroblast densities (394). In vivo, endothelial cells 

are considered to be the main producers of endothelins (391). 

The administration of GM-CSF in vivo also induced myofibroblast differentiation, but 

this effect seems to be indirect by the activation of macrophages since in fibroblast cultures 

GM-CSF was unable to upregulate a-smooth actin mRNA and protein expression (395,396). 

However, normal gingival fibroblasts do express the GM-CSF-receptor and in culture low 

concentrations of GM-CSF (<80 ng) induced actin stress fibre formation and fibronectin 

production. Higher concentrations only induced cell proliferation (397). 
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5. Signal transduction pathways 
Cell behaviour and differentiation and cellular effector functions are regulated by 

multiple mediators activating different signal transduction pathways. In table II, the most 

prominent factors in wound healing are listed and divided into four classes of signal 

transduction pathways: signal transduction by receptors with intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity 

(TK), receptors with serine-threonine kinase activity activating SMAD (stands for Sma and 

Mad gene proteins in Drosophila and C.elegans) protein signalling, receptor coupled to Janus 

kinase proteins (JAK) having tyrosine kinase activity and activating STAT proteins, and seven 

transmembrane spanning receptors (7-TM-receptor) coupled to heterotrimeric G-proteins 

activating phosphoinositide signalling cascades. In the next paragraphs these pathways will 

be described shortly and presented schematically. 

Tyrosine kinase Threonine-serine Receptors coupled to 7-Transmembrane 
receptors/ mitogenic kinase JAK proteins/STAT spanning receptors/large 
signal transducing receptor/SMAD proteins heterotrimeric G-proteins 

molecules proteins 

EGF, HB-EGF, Activins, Bone IFNs, HGF, IL-2, IL- Eicosanoid and 
TGF-a , VGF, morphogenetic 3, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, chemokine receptors, 
insulin, IGFs, proteins, and TGF-ß IL-12, IL-15 GM-CSF complement factors (C3a, 
PDGF, FGF family isoforms and EGF and C5a), fMLP and 
members, c-Kit, other bacteria peptides, 
amp hire gulin, and and hormones, e.g., 
epiregulin endothelins, adenosine, 

histamine, angiotensins 

Table II. Soluble mediators in wound healing divided by receptor types and major signal 
transducing pathways activated after receptor-ligand interaction. 
Abbreviations: SMAD stands for Sma and Mad gene proteins in Drosophila and C.elegans; JAK janus kinase; 
STAT signal transducers and activators of transcription; EGF epidermal growth factor; HB-EGF heparin-binding 
EGF like growth factor; TGF transforming growth factor; VGF vascular growth factor; IGF insulin-like growth 
factor; PDGF platelet derived growth factor; FGF fibroblast growth factor; IFN interferon; HGF Hepatocyte 
growth factor; IL interleukin; GM-CSF granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulation factor; fMLP N-
formylmethionyl peptide. 

5.1 Tyrosine kinase receptors mediated signal transduction 

The growth factor receptors with tyrosine kinase activity comprise a family of more 

than 50 receptors, which are divided into 12 subclasses. They are characterized by intrinsic 

tyrosine kinase activity, which is often activated after receptor homo- or heterodimerization, 

and contain cytosolic domains with Src kinase Homology domains 2 and 3 (SH-2 and SH-3). 

The activated receptors interact with multiple signal transducer substrates ranging 

from PLC-Y, phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase (PI-3-K), Grb2 and 7, Ras-GAP and other GAP 

proteins, SHC, Src kinase family members, and protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) (398). In 

figure 2, an overview is given of the PDGF-tyrosine kinase receptor induced signal 

transduction pathways leading to the activation of the pathways involving the kinases mitogen 
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activated protein kinase (MAPK), c-Jun N-terminal kinase/stress activated protein kinases 

(JNK/SAPK) and protein kinase 38 kDA (p38). PI-3-K activates Akt (an PKB), protein kinase 

C-C (PKC-C), and protein kinase 70 specific for ribosomal protein S6 (P70-S6K) (399). Akt and 

P70-S6K are both implicated in the activation of protein translation (400-402). PKC-C is an 

atypical PKC isoform (calcium and DAG insensitive), which translocates to the plasma 

membrane and the nucleus upon activation. PKC-C is implicated in the activation of NF-

kappaB (403), P53 phosphorylation (404) and activation of other transcription factors (405). 

At the membrane, PKC-C was found in tight junctions (406). 
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of signal transduction by the PDGF tyrosine kinase 
receptor, adapted from the following reviews (283-285,398,407-413) and updated with 
information of the following publications (414-419). (Hatched lines represent possible or weak 
stimuli, thick Unes indicate strong activation). 
Abbreviations: PDGF platelet derived growth factor; PLC phospholipase C; FAS focal adhesion sites; A J adherens 
junctions; PI-3-K phophatidylinositol-3-OH kinase; TEC Tec tyrosine kinase; PTP-1D protein tyrosine 
phosphatase- ID; FRS2 membrane bound Grb binding protein; RAS-GDP/GTP, Ral-GTP, Rho-GTP, Cdc42, and 
Rac: small GTPase protein bound to guanidine di- or tr i-phosphate; 1RS insulin receptor subs t ra te protein; SM 
sphingomyelinase; nSMase neut ra l sphingomyelinase; CER ceramide; CAPK ceramide activated protein kinase; 
PKC protein k inase C; p70-S6K protein kinase (70 kDA) specific for ribosomal protein S6; Akt PKB isoform; TAK1 
TGF-beta activated kinase; c-Src and Syk members of the Src kinase family; NCK Nek associated binding protein; 
PRK-2 Serine/ threonine kinase Prk-2; PAK p21 activated kinase; GCK germinal center kinase; IP3 inositol 
t r isphosphate; DAG diacylglycerol; PIP2 phosphatidylinositol 4,5 biphosphate; P IP3 phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5 
t r isphosphate; MAPK mitogen activated protein kinase; ERK extracellular signal-regulated kinase; MEKK 
MAPK/ERK kinase kinase; SEK SAPK7ERK kinase; SAPK stress-activated protein kinase; MKK MAP kinase 
kinase; P38 p38 kinase; E ts 1/2, Rsk, Elk, J u n B , c-Jun, MAX, ATF2, and MAPKAP (MAPK-activated protein) are 
transcript ion factors. 
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5.2 The TGF-ß receptor signal transduction pathway 

The family of TGF-ß receptors are receptors for activins, bone morphogenetic proteins 

(BMP), and TGF-ß isoforms. The TGF-ß receptors belong to a family of receptors with intrinsic 

serine-threonine kinase activity consisting of type I and II receptors (420). They function as 

a heterodimer or higher-order multimer. The receptor types involved in TGF-ß receptor 

signalling are two type I receptors (TsK-7L/ALK2 and ALK-5) and one type II receptor both 

with a cytoplasmic tail with kinase activity. Two other cell-surface proteins betaglycan and 

endoglin (type III receptor) also bind TGF-ß, but lack kinase activity and are believed to 

present or facilitate binding of TGF-ß to the type II receptor. Furthermore, other proteins able 

to bind TGF-ß receptors intracellularly were also detected using the yeast to hybrid system and 

are reviewed in (421). 

Signal transduction starts by phosphorylation of type I receptor by the type II receptor. 

In figure 3A, a model for the intracellular signal transduction is proposed (reviewed in 

(421,422). The TGF-receptor family interacts very specifically with SMAD proteins (SMAD1 -3). 

SMAD-2 and SMAD-3 are phosphorylated after TGF-ß receptor activation in a dose and time 

dependent manner, whereas SMAD-1 is phosphorylated after BMP receptor activation 

(422,423). After phosphorylation SMAD-2 and SMAD-3 oligomerize into di- or trimers, or 

heterotrimers with SMAD-4 (424) and translocate to the nucleus. The SMAD phosphorylation 

and oligomerization is negatively regulated by SMAD-6 and SMAD-7 (425-427). 

SMAD2/SMAD4 and SMAD-3/SMAD-4 form DNA binding complexes with transcription factors 

FAST-1 and -2 (428,429), and CBP/P300 (430,431), respectively. The SMAD dimers can bind 

directly with specific DNA motif sequences (432-434). SMAD4 seems to have a central role in 

activin, BMP2/4 and TGF-ß signalling (435,436). In addition, TGF-ß signalling has been 

implicated in other signal pathways. One is the activation of TGF-ß-activated kinase (TAK1), 

a member of the MAPKKK family. TAK1 activates the P38 kinase pathway (see figure 2) and 

is implicated in the nuclear translocation and activation of transcription complex NF-kappaB 

(437). Some evidence also suggests that TGF-ß is implicated in the activation of heterotrimeric 

G-proteins involved in Chemotaxis of natural killer cells (438). Other data also showed indirect 

evidence of TGF-ß 1 activation of the MAPK signal pathway in rat fibroblasts (439,440), or 

associated TGF-ßl activity with an increase in PKA activity in mesangial cells (441). 

5.3 The interferon JAK/TYK -STAT signal transduction pathway 

The cytokines involved in antagonizing growth factor mitogenic actions or leading to 

attenuation of cell functions, and inducing differentiation seem to use a different biochemical 

signal transducing pathway activating STAT proteins. Interferons activate this signal pathway 

using the JAK, TYK and STAT proteins as illustrated in figure 3B. (442). 
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Figure 3. Schematic presentation of TGF-ß (A) and IFN (B) receptor mediated signal 
t r a n s d u c t i o n . Abbreviations: TGF-ß transforming growth factor ß; IFN interferon; SMAD stands for Sma and 
Mad gene proteins in Drosophila and C.elegans; JAK/TYK Janus kinases; STAT signal transducers and activators 
of transcription; FAST, CPB/P300, and ISGF3 nuclear transcription factors; GAS interferon-g activated sequences; 
ISRE interferon stimulated response element. 

IFN-a, -ß and - y were originally identified as agents with anti-viral activity. Nowadays, 

IFN-a and ß are also recognized for their anti-proliferating activity and IFN-y for its immuno

modulatory activity (113). After IFN-y binding and receptor complex assembly, the receptor 

activates the JAK1 and JAK2 kinases, which form a docking site for STAT1 molecules by 

exposing their SH-2 binding domains. After STAT1 is phosphorylated by JAK, it dissociates 

from the receptor as a dimer and translocates into the nucleus where it modulates gene 

transcription directly by binding to GAS response elements (113,411). The IFN-cc/ß signalling 

pathway is somewhat different. Receptor activation also phosphorylates TYK-2 and for 

downstream signalling STAT2 is used next to STAT1. Furthermore, STAT1/STAT2 dimers 

need to interact with the transcription factor ISGF-3 for binding to the interferon stimulated 

response element (ISRE) and activation of transcription (411,443). The IFN induced factors 

involved in antiproliferative actions are less well defined. STAT1 can induce the expression of 

p21WAF1, a cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (443). Receptor signalling is desensitized by 

dephosphorylation of JAK and TYK in part mediated by the phosphatase SHP-1 (409). 
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5.4 G-protein coupled receptors and phosphoinositide signalling cascades 

The information in the next section is summarized from the following reviews 

(120,412,444-452). 

The receptor signal pathways under the control of G-protein linked receptors and down 

stream signals controlled by phospholipases regulate important cellular functions. An overview 

of these signals is given in figure 4. The family of heterotrimeric G proteins consists to date out 

of 20 Got, 3 Gß, and 7 Gy subunits. Receptor activation induces the exchange from the GDP-

bound to the GTP-bound form of a-subunit in the G-protein and stimulates the dissociation of 

heterotrimer into a-subunit-GTP bound and the ßy-subunit dimer. The Ga subfamily q (Gq, 

Gal 1,14 and 16) activates PLC-ß isoenzymes (448). The Gs proteins activate adenylate cyclase, 

which converts ATP into cAMP, whereas the Gi proteins inhibit cAMP accumulation and are 

involved in the stimulation of PLC-y's, Go is involved in the activation of calcium signals, and 

Gh proteins activate PLC-Ô1. The ßy subunit also activate PLC-ß isoform but are less potent 

than the Gq family members (453). 

The phospholipase enzymes, PLA2, PLC, and PLD, are important second messengers 

in signal transduction. PLA2 generates arachidonic acid and stimulates the eicosanoid 

synthesis (described in paragraph 2.3.2.) The PLC isoenzymes identified so far (excluding 

alternative spliced forms) are 4 PLC-ß, two PLC-y and 4 PLC-ô enzymes. 

The phospholipase C isoenzymes are calcium dependent and catalyse the conversion of 

PIP2 into diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol-l,4,5-triphosphate (IP3). The activity of PLC-ß 

enzymes so far seems to be solely stimulated by the Gq proteins and the ßy-subunits. The PLC-

y enzymes are linked to tyrosine kinase receptors via their SH-2 and SH-3 domains and are 

activated after receptor tyrosine phosphorylation. Their membrane localization is calcium 

dependent and their activity is stimulated by H 2 0 2 and Gi protein, arachidonic acid, Tau (a 

microtubuli associated protein) and PIP3-Tec tyrosine kinase (figure 2). In addition, c-Src and 

Syk kinases can phosphorylate PLC-y, which seems to stimulate the translocation of PLC to 

the cytoskeleton (via SH-3 binding site). PLC-ô isoforms are activated by large G-protein Gh 

and small G-proteins of Rho family. 

The inositol-l,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) generated by the 

phospholipases activate calcium concentration upregulation and calcium dependent kinases 

(calmodulins) and PKC isoforms, respectively. The most abundant PKC isoforms (reviewed in 

(454)) are a, ß and y (activity is dependent on calcium, PS and DAG), PKC-e, -ô, -n (dependent 

on PS and DAG) and PKC (, 0 (activity independent of calcium and DAG). Interestingly, the 

PKC-e isoform has been implicated as the regulator of calcium independent contraction in 

vascular smooth muscle cells (455,456) 
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F i g u r e 4. The G-protein coupled receptor signalling and phosphoinositide signalling 
summarized schematically presented and adapted from the following reviews 
(120,412,444-452). 
Abbreviations: TM transmembrane; TKR tyrosine kinase receptor; AC adenylate cyclase; ATP adenosine 
trisphosphate; cAMP cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PKA and PKC protein kinase A and C; PLA2, PLC and PLD 
phospholipase A2, C and D; PI-3-K phophatidylinositol-3-OH kinase; PTP-2A protein tyrosine phosphatase-2A; 
Arf, Rho, Cdc42, and Rac: small GTPase proteins bound to guanidine di- or tri-phosphate; Tau microtubuli binding 
protein; SM sphingomyelinase; SMase sphingomyelinase; CER ceramide; CERase ceramidaase; SPH sphingosine; 
AA arachidonic acid; Akt Protein kinase B lsoform; TAK1 TGF-beta activated kinase; c-Src and Syk members of 
the Src kinase family; PI phosphatidylphosphate; IP3 inositol trisphosphate; DAG diacylglycerol; PIP2 
phosphatidyhnositol 4,5 biphosphate; PIP3 phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5 trisphosphate; PC phosphatidyl choline; PE 
phosphatidyl ethanolamine; PA phosphatidate; LPA lysophosphatidate; CREB cyclic-AMP response element 
binding protein; CBP and P300 CREB binding proteins; CRE/AP1 cyclic-AMP response element. 

The phospholipase D (PLD) activity generates phosphatidate (PA) and 

lysophosphatidate (LPA) from phosphatidylcholine. The PLD activity is stimulated by multiple 

proteins; PKC-a isoform, and possibly by the ß and y isoforms, small (Rho, Cdc42, Rac) and 

large G proteins (Gi, Gs, Gq and G12). PIP2 is a necessary cofactor for PLD activity, and 

implicates that hydrolysis of PIP2 by PLC could inhibit PLD activity if the same PIP2 pool is 

used. Apart from membrane bound PLD, a cytosolic PLD (cPLD) exists. Cytosolic PLD has a 

broader substrate specificity (phosphatidylcholine, PI and PE), and it localizes to Golgi 

membrane vesicles where its activity is controlled by the small G-protein Arf. PA and LPA can 

be converted into arachidonic acid by PLA2. PA and LPA stimulate the MAPK signal pathway, 
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and induce Rac-GAP, PTP-1C, PKC-C, and PI-4-P-5K activity but inhibits Ras-GAP activity. 

The mechanisms mediating these actions are less well understood. Furthermore, diacylglycerol 

(DAG) can be converted into PA by DAG kinase and PA into DAG by phosphatidate 

phosphatase. The ceramides (CER) seem to be responsible for the control of the activity of these 

enzymes and will be discussed below. 

An interesting new lipid mediator is derived from sphingomyelin (SM) (reviewed in 

(457)). The hydrolysis of sphingomyelin (SM) by sphingomyelinase generates ceramide (CER). 

Receptor mediated stimulation of sphingomyelinase and intracellular generation of ceramide 

has been reported for IFN-y, IL-1, NGF, TNF-a (458-461). The induced responses are moderate 

but long term (> few hours). Ceramide has inhibitory activity on cell proliferation, which is 

thought to be mediated by inhibiting phospholipase D and thus reducing the levels of PA and 

LP A. Ceramide itself is implicated in the activation of PKC-C, the activation of JNK7SAPK 

pathway (462,463), TAK1, PTP-2A and interleukin converting enzyme (ICE), and inhibits Ras-

GAP activity. A down stream effector mediating these actions seems to be the ceramide-

activated protein kinase (CAPK) (464,465). CAPK apparently is able to phosphorylate and 

activate Rafl and inhibit Ras activation (figure 2)(466). Ceramide can be converted to CER- 1-P, 

sphingosine (SPH) and SPH-l-P by ceramidases. These metabolites have mitogenic properties 

and in contrast to CER, they stimulate the formation of PA and LPA. SPH and CER-1-P 

stimulate PLD activity and DAG kinase activity, while inhibiting PA phosphatase. 

The proposed mode of action as presented in figure 4 shows that activation of 

sphingomyelinase and ceramidase activity generate sphingosine and stimulate cell 

proliferation, whereas the activation of only sphingomyelinase results in the accumulation of 

CER and leads to growth arrest (458,467,468). 

An important pathway activating PKA also provides further evidence that external 

signals are transduced into the cell in a controlled and localized fashion. Several receptors (for 

glucagon, adenosine, PGE's) induce cAMP formation by activating the receptor coupled Gs-

protein. Gs-proteins activate adenylate cyclase (AC) resulting in the formation of cAMP. cAMP 

activates PKA, which in turn phosphorylates cyclic-AMP response element binding protein 

(CREB) and its family members activating transcription factor-1 (ATF-1) and CREM. The latter 

interact and stimulate DNA transcription via CRE/AP-1 elements in the DNA. CREB dimers-

DNA complexes bind CREB-binding protein (CBP) or P300, a necessary co-factor capable of 

binding Q2-TFIID, which allows effective RNA polymerase gene transcription (469) (illustrated 

in figure 4). CREB activity is coupled to the intensity of the stimulus. Intracellular calcium 

levels also modulate CREB activity. Calmodulin kinase stimulates the activation of PKA and 

calmodulin kinase I and IV are able to directly phosphorylate CREB. 

Interesting in the cAMP-PKA signal pathway is the recent progress in the 'targeting 

hypothesis'. This hypothesis implies control of phosphorylation events depending on the location 
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of the kinases and phosphatases in the cell. It appears that PKA bound to the activity control 

R unit type II is targeted to certain intracellular sites by binding to different PKA-kinase 

anchoring proteins (AKAPs)(470). AKAPs are targeted to interesting sites e.g. calcium 

channels, microtubuli, indirectly to PKC and PTP-2B (calcineurin). Furthermore, one AKAP 

protein, AKAP78, was shown to be the cytoskeleton binding component ezerin (470). Ezerin is 

involved in cytoskeleton assembly and able to bind CD44 and possibly other Ig-superfamily 

adhesion receptors (218). The functional consequences of PKA anchoring and its participation 

in signalling complexes is in its beginning of being discovered. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, I have reviewed early wound healing events and the effectors which lead 

to cell migration and the signal transduction pathways they induce in the cells. This overview 

will assist in the understanding of how and why cells start to migrate, proliferate and 

differentiate. It is important to include all known mediators involved in wound healing since 

cells are likely to encounter these signals and the balance of positive and negative regulators 

reflects the true in vivo situation. Wound healing evaluations should therefore not only include 

the positive regulators but also investigate the negative regulators. An imbalance is likely to 

disturb normal wound healing and initiate a cascade of events which may lead to impaired 

wound healing as seen in chronic wounds. 

The eicosanoids, chemokines and growth factors present in the microenvironment of 

wound cells seem to have important roles in regulating cell migration, proliferation and 

differentiation of inflammatory cells. However, their role in fibroblast behaviour has not been 

investigated in detail. This is in part caused by the absence of markers allowing proper 

characterisation of fibroblast differentiation phenotypes and the apparent instability of the 

myofibroblast phenotype in cell culture systems. Fibroblast phenotype characterisation and the 

regulation of fibroblast differentiation will be of major importance since fibroblasts are the 

main effector cells inducing tissue fibrosis and scar formation in the whole body. 

In wound healing, interesting questions still remain to be answered. For example which 

signals result in the release of mediators implicated in the downregulation of inflammation and 

silencing of granulation tissue proliferation, and how is apoptosis triggered in the granulation 

tissue. Nonetheless, the most important question could be "How do fibroblasts sense that a 

wound is not closed and wound contraction is necessary". Answers to these questions might give 

us new tools in the control of skin fibrosis and scar formation. 

Furthermore, it is advisable not to consider topical applications of new wound dressings 

or other wound treatments as a medical device. Any change in the wound environment, will 

lead to altered behaviour of wound cells. Cell toxicity studies alone for new products are not 

sufficient anymore. Additional experiments in appropriate model systems should be performed 
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to prove the efficacy of new treatments. The past already has taught us some expensive lessons 

in relation to wound treatment with growth factors. Most of them were rapidly inactivated by 

degradation due to proteolytic wound activity and/or the proteolytic activity of bacteria. 

However, if the proteolytic wound activity and bacterial growth could be controlled, growth 

factor therapy does seem a good choice to stimulate wound healing. Overstimulation of wound 

healing, nevertheless, could result in excessive granulation tissue formation and more tissue 

fibrosis and scar formation. 
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